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Last word

The Future of Anglo-Jewry

EDITORIAL

FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE, DO SOMETHING
Ne'eman's ill-fated solution to the

FINANCE
MINISTER
YA'AKOV
problem
of conversion
in Israel
turned on the willingness of Orthodox
bczfez. dz.#, religious law courts, to accept

the certificates issued by his proposed
conversion institutes and not ask questions about the niceties of the
candidate's Jewish practice.
When in London, soliciting support
for his proposals, he was asked whether
the bczzez. c7z.7z would insist on fczryczg

mz.fzi/oZ, 613 commandments. He replied:
``It [tradition] does not say fczryczg, 613,
it only says 77zz.Jzvof ".

One of the defining characteristics of
Jewish theology is the concept of brz.f,
covenant, a solemn binding agreement
sealed at Sinai between God and the
children of Israel, their descendants and
converts. The terms of the covenant are
the commandments, the duties, the obligations of Jewish life.
A Palestinian teacher of the third century, Rabbi Simlai, expressed the view
that the total number of mz./zi;of is 613
and over subsequent centuries attempts
were made to list them. Perhaps the most
famous list of the fczryczg mz.fzvoz is that

of Maimonides, compiled in the twelfth
century.
Most Jews, sitting down with a copy
of Maimonides' list, make some startling discoveries. First, it is immediately

apparent that nobody observes them all
today because many are not observable.
A whole group deal with Temple sacrifices.

Conversely, the Jew examining the
list for the first time is likely to be surprised at how many he or she does
observe. Giving charity, hearing the

Shofar t]ho:wn on Rosh Hashanah tor example.

Many readers will observe that a great
number are applicable in concept or
underlying value but need updating for
contemporary life. Having honest
weights and measure, for instance, needs
translating into the language of integrity
in today's work place.
Some are tied to biblical verses in an
artificial and contrived way. There are
also many biblical verses commanding
us to do things which do not appear to

have found their way into Maimonides'
list.

Finally, some have become morally
debatable in a world in which we are
committed to treating all human beings
with equal respect and some will simply
not speak to the reader at all as either
helpful or compelling.
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The list is that of a particular generation's understanding of the terms of the
covenant, frozen in time. Some still
speak to us today, some require recasting and some new areas need addressing. But how is that to be done?
With what authority? Who is prepared
to claim that they can hear the voice
from Sinai telling them what to do and
what not to do?
That has been one of the central, if
not the central issue of Jewish life, ever
since the end of the 18th century when
Jews stepped out of the ghettos and into
the modem world.
For the last 200 years, many Jews
who have felt that they could no longer

freedom and liberation, is our best observed festival. It is a powerful symbol
with a universal message.
The third of Eisen's predictors is,
interestingly, nostalgia. Eisen says that
77?z./zi/o/ "must wrap participants in
memories of previous ancestral performances, linking present-day observers to
their ancestors."
The fourth predictor is connected
with the third and has to do with tradi-

live within the religious and social confines of Orthodoxy, or accept ancient
lists of what they should or should not
do as God's last word on the subject,
have agonised about this problem. By
what criteria? With what authority?

rises the other four. A 77zz.fzvczfe needs to

A new book by American Jewish
thinker, Amold Eisen - `Reffez.#frz.#g

Modern Judaism ' -suggests we agohise
too much.
That Jewish life today is essentially
voluntary, a matter of choice, is true for
all of us and that has not put an end to
Jewish practice. There are Jews today
for whom the idea of covenant is empty,
who are far from sure about the very
existence of a Commander and many,
many more who doubt that they or anyone is privy to exactly what the
Commander wants in any given situ
ation. Many Jews, nevertheless, recognise that 77€z.fzvoJ, patterns of Jewish

practice are important to their living and
the lives of their family and community.
Eisen lists five criteria - predictors,
he calls them - for what he believes we
are likely to observe in the future.
Firstly, a lot of Jewish ritual, quite a
number of the 77tz./zvof on Maimonides'
list, were designed to make us and keep
us separate. Many Jews today do not
want to be completely separate. Distinctive, yes, but not separate. The first

predictor, says Eisen, is that our choice
and interpretation of "z.fzvo/ will be govemed by how separate we want to be
and how distinctive.
The second bredictor, according to
Eisen, has to do with the explanation of
the ritual or the symbol. The more powerful the symbol and the more it
embraces a universal truth, the more
likely we are to retain and develop it.
That would explain why, outside of
Rosh Hashanah a:nd Yom Kippur, the
seder and Pesczcfe, with its message of

tion. The fflz.fzi/czfe, however it is carried

out, is most likely to be observed if it is
enshrined in the imagination as part of
the tradition, a link in a chain, giving
roots and a feeling of authenticity.
The final predictor in a sense summa-

link one to community and needs to
make sense to the person performing it.
It needs to work. It needs to carry real
meaning. Whatever it is - and it may
sometimes differ in detail from Jew to
Jew - if it makes a person feel comfortably
distinctive
without
being
unnecessarily separate, if it is a symbol
with a powerful message, if it links them
with past generations, if it is rooted in
tradition, if it connects to community
and has real meaning for them - then it
is a 772z.fzvczfe that they are likely to carry

out and take pleasure in canying out.
The message is a simple one. Do not
worry about the niceties of theology. If
you cannot relate to Sinai and covenant,
if you have up till now felt that one
either observes Maimondes' list of
fcz7')/czg, 613, commandments or nothing

at all - think again. The key to Jewish
life is gradually to build the number of
#?I.fzvof, which carry meaning for you.
Time-hallowed 7)tz.fzvof, j7£z.fzvoz modi-

fled for the contemporary world; and
new mz./zvof as well. Your challenge is

to try, to explore, to find those which
give distinctiveness to your being Jewish, which symbolise things that matter
to you, which link you and authenticate

you and which have meaning for you and the synagogue's task is to provide
opportunities for you to leam and ex
perience and experiment.
One may in time begin to rediscover
in the performance that sense of
obligation or being duty-bound which
will lead back to a theology of covenant.
In any event, fflz.fzvof that give
distinction, symbolise something
important, link to the past, to tradition
and to community and carry real
meaning will keep Jews and Judaism
alive. Ya'akov Ne' eman did not say 613
mz.fzvof, he just said mz.fzvof .

Placards include statements such as: "Juda[ism is beautiful without coerdon".

`WE'RE ON THE MARCH IN ISRAEL'
Michael Boyden

TMu¥sn£:SsE¥vfdr:sa#o,:;1:h:
evening of the day on which Jews
mourn the destruction of the Temple.
This in spite of a council circular
instructing restaurants and places of
amusement not to open their doors on
what is traditionally observed as a fast
day. Kfar Saba chose not to employ the
services of an inspector to ensure that
their instructions were enforced.
Owners of local businesses are furious
about MCDonalds flagrant breach of
municipal regulations - not so much
because they care about the desecration
of rz.sfe¢ b'4v but rather because
MCDonalds was making money hand
over fist while they were closed.
The Club Market supermarket in the
Galilee town of Tiberias is about to
change its name to Glatt Market. From
here on, the branch, like those in three
other Israeli towns, will no longer sell
ordinary kosher food, but only ultrakosher, "g/cz/z fr&sfecr" products that

carry the seal of approval of the ultra
orthodox cfeorec7z.". The move comes
as a consequence of c%cz7`ec7z. pressure,

which will also result in the branch

2

being managed by an ultra orthodox
Jew. Female staff will be required to
dress "modestly" as a condition of their
future employment.
Like many unused docks in different
parts of Europe, attempts have been
made with no small measure of success
to revitalise Tel Aviv dock by
introducing a variety of leisure and
sports businesses into the area. As a
result, the dock has become a hive of
activity and draws many secular
Israelis to its clubs and cafes, which
are open seven days a week. But efforts
are now being made to change all of
this.

The board of directors of the Docks
Authority has just issued contracts for
1999, which specify that businesses
must be closed on Sabbath and
festivals. The fact that the orthodox
National Religious Party controls the
Ministry of Transport, under whose

jurisdiction the Docks Authority falls,
is hardly coincidental. The Tel Aviv
mayor Roni Milo, who has been
making headlines in his fight against
religious coercion in Israel, has
pledged himself to resist what he sees
as an attempt to change the status quo

on religious freedom in his city.

Meantime, the Minister of the
Interior Eli Suissa, of the ultra
orthodox, sephardi Shas party, has

given instructions that the non-Jewish
spouses of Israeli citizens not be
granted Israeli citizenship until at least
five years after their marriage. The
move is justified on the grounds of

preventing foreign workers from
obtaining citizenship through fictitious
marriages. But it is clear that Suissa's
interests also extend to making life as

difficult as possible for intermarried
couples in much the same way as he
has refused to recognise the marriages
of Israelis contracted by proxy in
Paraguay.
It would be easy to draw the
conclusion from these reports that
Israel is on the way to becoming a
Jewish Iran, but the facts are much
more complicated. The above stories
are just one aspect of the struggle of a
society in which secular and religious
Israelis are fighting to define the nature
of deinocracy in a Jewish State.
The Western Wall has become one
of the battle grounds for religious
rights in Israel. Last year, Conservative
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Jews assembled on rz.sfecz b'4i/ in a

parking lot adjoining the Koze/ - the
Western Temple Wall - in an attempt
to pray as close as possible to the Wall
without causing a provocation to ultra
orthodox Jews in the vicinity. In spite
of having previously obtained a police

warrant for their assembly, the
Conservatives were rudely removed
from the site on the orders of the Police
Minister Kahalani. Attempts by the
Women of the Kofe/ to hold services at
the Wall, including the donning of
fez//I.for - prayer shawls - and the
reading of the rorcz%, have met with
violent abuse on the part of cfeczredz.77t.

society. Increasingly, voices are now
calling for compromise and the need to
resolve contentious issues through
dialogue.
A similar spirit may still lead to the
establishment of a Joint Institute to pre-

pare candidates for conversion.
Following the failure of the Ne'eman
Commission's attempts to solve the
conversion crisis and determine who
should have the right to convert in Israel, an Executive has been established
under the aegis of the Jewish Agency
to seek to establish a national network
of study institutes for those wishing to
convert to Judaism. The Executive is

Attempts by the Women Of the K!cteA to hold services
at the Wall, including the dorming Of teAIrfuit -prayer

shawls - and the reading Of the Tora;h, have met with
violent abuse on the part Of charedrrr+.

the Leo Baeck School in Haifa is
about to take control of the local
junior high school that also bears its
name.
The
Tali
educational
programme
sponsored
by
the
Conservative
movement
and
supported by the Israel Movement for
Progressive Judaism has also finally
managed to make inroads into
Ra'anana at its third attempt and
classes have been allocated at a local
primary school for the first two
grades. It is hoped that, in time, the
project will expand to take over the
entire school.
It is as if the State of Israel is

moving in a number of different and
contrary directions at one and the
same time. One hears much of the
threat of ultra orthodox domination.
That is not the only story. The
increasing appeal of Progressive
Judaism to secular Israelis and the
successes of our Religious Action
Centre are part of the same story. The

phenomenal demand for Progressive
rabbis to officiate at 872ez. A4z./zvo%

What is of particular interest is that the

group is largely composed of orthodox
Jewish women seeking equal religious
rights at the Wall.
The picture is not all one-sided.
Rabbi Eric Yoffie, President of the
Union of American Hebrew Congregations, recently headed a large
mission of Refomi Jews who came to
salute Israel on her 50th anniversary.
The visit included a service in the
square adjoining the Western Wall. It
took place without the disturbances
that so frequently characterise such
events. Following an appeal to Israel's
Supreme Court, the Ne'eman Commission charged to finding solutions to
disputes between orthodox and nonorthodox
is
now
investigating
alternative sites adjoining the KoZc/ in
an attempt to find a location where
egalitarian services can take place and
women's 772z.72);cz7%." -prayer oroups -

assemble without causing offence.
The attempt to resolve the issue in
this way is perhaps one of the first
signs of an effort to deal with matters
of religious contention through
discussion rather than confrontation.
While the religious parties have used
the K#cssez - Israeli parliament - as an
instrument to impose their will upon
the population at large, their opponents
have, generally speaking, appealed to
Israel's Supreme Court in Defence of
their liberties. It has been an uneasy
battle which has only served to
highlight the divisions within Israeli
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comprised of Orthodox, Reform and
Conservative members and is the expression of a genuine desire to work
together and bridge the gaps that divide us. The acid test of this modest
attempt at compromise will be the es-

tablishment - or not - of an orthodox
rabbinic court that will agree to convert the graduates of the programme.
No less important is whether Finance
Minister Ya'akov Ne'eman will come
up with the funding for the Institute
that he promised.
The battle for equal rights is
spreading beyond the national level.
Major advances are being made by the
Progressive Movement in Israel. Our
congregation in Ra'anana has, at last,
after a ten year battle been granted

public land for its synagogue and
community centre. Last minute
attempts by the National Religious
Party to thwat progress by objecting
to the granting of planning permission
have failed. It is hoped to begin
building this coming winter.
Public land has also been allocated
to congregations in Ramat Hasharon,
Mevasseret Zion and for the project in
Jaffa sponsored by the Beit Daniel
congregation in Tel Aviv. An appeal is
currently being lodged with the
Supreme Court demanding public
funding for a Progressive synagogue
in the new town of Modi'in.
On an educational level, the
Movement's national kindergarten
programme continues to expand and

ceremonies, weddings and funerals is
but one sign that Progressive Judaism
is taking root in Israel. Perhaps that is
one of the reasons why the opposition
that we face is so fierce.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to
say where all of this will lead. Much
will depend upon the political
evolution of the State of Israel and the
degree
to
which
Israelis
will
ultimately resist the forces of those
who would turn the K73essef into a
Beg.Z K7zessef -synagogue. Not in vain

do our rabbis teach us that, following
the destruction of the Temple, the gift
of prophecy was given to fools. All
that can be said with certainty is that
Progressive
Judaism
has
an
opportunity to play a vital role in
building the religious character of the
Jewish State.

It has yet to be seen whether our
Movement, particularly in the United
States, is prepared to use the massive
resources at its disposal to take
advantage of this wind of change.
Much will depend upon the degree to
which Progressive Jewish leadership
in the diaspora recognises and
acknowledges the central role that
Israel is increasingly playing in the
formulation of the Judaism that will
accompany
us
into
the
next
millennium I
RABBI MICHAEL BOYDEN, cz g/.czdi/czfe o/
Leo Baeck College. is the immediate past
Chairman Of the Israel Council Of Progressive
Rabbis, administrator Of its Belt Din (rabbinic

court)
and rabbi
of the
Progressive
congregation in Ra'anana, Israel.
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THE NIGHT I MET

CHAGALL
Mitch Wax

about a fabulous meeting I

THIShad
IS while
A LITTLE
I was working
STORY
in a
Parisian Jazz club. I had better explain
why a nicely brought up Jewish boy of
twenty-two was being paid for dancing
in a Parisian Jazz Club.
Some months before, I was taking
off my make-up in a dressing room in
the Palace Theatre, Crewe - I think it
was the Palace Theatre but I don't
really want to remember. My girl
friend and I had just split up and I
couldn't work out how I was going to

pay for my digs and eat. I was looking
around the seedy semi-toilet that
doubled as the non-stars dressing area,
feeling disenchanted with the whole
business, when my father walked
through the door. To say that my father
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disapproved of my being an actor, or
of anything else I had done other than
work with him in the family tailoring
business - for which I unfortunately
had a natural talent, would be a gross
understatement.
He was dressed, I remember, with
his customary elegance, a camel
coloured cashmere coat with a velvet
collar, a large cigar aglow. He stood
and surveyed the grubby room with
amused disdain and said "So this is the
glamour of Show Business". He told
me that he didn't want to interfere but
on my mother's insistence he had
found me an opportunity to learn
designing from a top Parisian house.
He added that he had to give them an
answer soon and he unravelled three of
those old white five-pound notes,
which seemed like snow falling on an
arid desert. A week later I was in Paris.
I soon made quite a few friends and
moved in with a small group who had
an apartment near Montpamasse very
close to Sevre-Babylon Metro Station,
next door to which was the Vieux
Colombe Jazz Club. Sidney Bechet, a
New Orleans emigre and the world's
nulnber one soprano-saxophonist, was
the star of the club. Paris at that time
was haven to fabulous American
musicians who discovered that their
colour was more an entry than a nonentry to fashionable society. Sidney
Bechet never learned to speak French
and, through an accident of being in
the right place at the right time, I
became a sort of interpreter for him.
Since we went there every spare
moment, we built up quite a rapport.
The girl I was with at that time was a
brilliant dancer who went on to make
many films. We and a few friends got
some dance routines together. When
we went into them as a sort of team, the
other visitors to the club stood back to
watch and to applaud. Bechet and
Claude Luter, the band-leader, asked
us if we wanted to do it as a
professional act nightly. I had been
becoming increasingly clear to me that
I was going to have financial problems.
The currency restrictions at that time
meant that I couldn't get any money
from home, and though my teachers
had generously waived their normal
fees they were certainly not paying me.
The offer from the club couldn't have
come at a better time. Three of our
team were studying Philosophy at the
Sorbonne under Jean-Paul Sartre, the
founder of `Existentialism', so we
called ourselves the ` Existentialist Rats
of Saint Germain'. Our audiences

thought that it was our style of dancing
that gave us the name.
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J s'czz.d "Vos macht a Yid?" "f7ow is cz Jew.? "

He smiled up at me and replied, `NIut a;Ila
Yidderl" "The same as all Jews " . From that
moment, oblivious to the rest Of the table who
slowly lei it us , we contirmed in Yiiiddish, French,
English and f;or all I lanow Double-Dutch, until
half past f;our in the morring.
One night, I was just coming off
from doing my set, when I saw a friend
trying to help Bechet talk to someone
at a table. He was obviously having
trouble so I went over. The man he was
talking to was the most startlingly
magnetic person I had ever seen. It was
impossible not to feel drawn to him.
As I came close to the table I realised
why my friend was having problems.
The man was throwing into the French
chunks of Yiddish. He was doing it
with a mischievous childlike twinkle
in his eye and was obviously enjoying
my friend's bemusement and
discomfort. I said "yob "czcfef cz
y!.cJ.? " "How is a Jew?" He smiled up
at me and replied, "Adz.f cz//cz yz.dde# "

"The same as all Jews". From that

moment, oblivious to the rest of the
table who slowly left us, we
continued
in
Yiddish,
French,
English and for all I know DoubleDutch, until half past four in the
morning.
His name was Marc Chagall. It
didn't mean anything to me, so it
wasn't celebrity-worship that drew me
to him. He asked me where my parents
came from. When I told him, he told
me about his childhood of similar
background. We talked and talked. It
was to me as though I had found the
someone I had been looking for, someone who understood the problems of
an artistic person, as I regarded myself,
born into an alien atmosphere. I now
know that most of my family were artistic, Ijust didn't realise it. Here at last
was someone who could and did explain some of the complexities I felt
about being Jewish, about Communism, Art, Dancing, Music, and almost
everything else. He told me how he
had discovered his inner-self by accidentally meeting someone in Paris. It
was Guillaume Appolonaire. I
wouldn't have carried this writer's or
any other of the names -even magical

names - away from that night with any
clarity. The fact that I do remember so
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much of our conversation's scope
and depth is a remarkable testament
to the effect he had on me. It could
well be that over the years, from the
many books I have read about
Chagall, the many stories and anecdotes I have heard, bits of his
lectures and speeches have struck a

particular chord and grafted themselves
onto
our
one-night
conversation. I am not sure that an item
here or there which vibrates on my
memory cells may not indeed have
been included later. Now, looking
back, they add to the night and do not
detract from it. What I do remember
very clearly was how much, in a
strange kind of way, he reminded me
of my family, my father perhaps or my
uncle, or one of my many relatives
whose photographs I had seen and who
were slaughtered in Russia. We spent
quite a time talking about that and trying to cross-reference our families, to
no avail. He asked me about young
Jews in England and we discussed Israel and whether I would go to live
there - I am sure I told him that I
probably would. I do remember him
telling me that he thought that within
fifty years much of the world's great
art could come from there.
I remember how comfortable he was
to be with; how at home and wami I
felt with him. He was one of the most
Jewish things that had happened to me
since my arrival in Paris.
I remember that his very, very clear
eyes seemed to be both centred
completely on me and at the same time
were taking in everything that was
going on around us; and I seem to
remember neither smoking or drinking
throughout the night. Maybe some of
these reflections are wish fully inserted.
He suddenly looked at his watch and
said, "I have to go. I'm getting
married". He told me that he was sixty
five years old and was manying a girl
of thirty two who was a friend of his
daughter. Although I thought that he

was just about the most beautiful
man I had ever seen, it struck me that
the age difference was a bit much. I
don't feel that way any more. He
invited us all to perform at the
wedding on the Riveria. The Jazz
Club was going to open a branch at
Juan-1es-Pins in which we were

going to dance, so it fitted in
perfectly. In the event they got married
on one of the Greek Islands and it was
a long time before I met him again.
That memorable meeting had
consequences. I reveal all in my talk on
`Marc Chagall, the Man and his Art.' .
NIITCH WALX was born in Highbury in 1930.
After returning from Paris he eventually went
into the family tailoring business and is still
there. He has three children, one of whom is
also a contributor to this issue Of MA;:NI`IA.
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opportunity for intellectual and cultural
stimulation.

At the same time, I immersed myself
in study, prayer and social activity in
the Reform Synagogue in which I was
reared. Far more religious than any of
my peers, I prayed alone and attended
synagogue services regularly. I also
served as president of our local and
regional
synagogue
youth

PERCHANCE TO DREAM
Rabbi Mark Winer was recendy appointed senior
rabbi Of the West London Synagogue, Britain's
oldest Progressive Synagogue. He succeeds Rabbi
Hugo Gryn, z'l, becoming only the seventh senior
rabbi in West London Synagogue's 158 year
history. NIARTNAL invited Rabbi Winer to tell us

about his American upbringing and career and to
re;flect upon the challenge Of this historic British pulpit.

IFE IS AN EVOLVING
adventure. Whatever fantasies I
may have harboured when I
began my rabbinic studies 34 years
ago, reality has followed a different
path than I ever imagined. My arrival
in Britain to assume the pulpit of the
legendary Hugo Gryn at the West
London Synagogue is the pinnacle of
my career - and totally unanticipated.
I thank the selection committee for
choosing me and the membership for
confirming the choice. I thank my wife
and family and friends for sustaining
me though the transition. I thank God
for the vision to imagine the creative
opportunities here and the resilience to
respond to the challenges of the
fabulous pulpit to which I have been
appointed. I only pray that I may be
worthy of it.
My grandparents immigrated to
America in the early years of this
century from what is now Belarus and

L

Bellarabia. I grew up especially close
to my grandmother Ida, born in 1898
in the Sthetl, but who died only 3 years
ago. She exemplified the seeming

Mark Winer
paradox at the fulcrum of my existence.
She was deeply rooted in our Jewish
traditional past and totally open to the
modem world. She taught and leaned
constantly, especially through her
children, grandchildren and great

prograrrmes.
My four years of undergraduate
university education at Harvard in the
early 60s brought to full blossom the
hybrid of Jewish tradition and
modemity, planted by my grandmother
and nurtured by my parents. My
growing Jewish traditionalism and
social
activism
during
undergraduate years impelled
toward the rabbinate as a career.
both directions I was unusual among
my peers. On the one hand I led sit-in
demonstrations in the civil rights
movement during summer holidays
and organised campus support for civil
rights during the academic term. On
the other hand I attended Shabbat
services weekly and led Reform Jewish
student activity on campus.
A year at the Hebrew University in
Jerusalem followed, during which I
strengthened my knowledge of the
Hebrew language and traditional
Jewish observance. In my five years at
Hebrew Union College in New York, I
was among the most traditional and
most activist students. Although I
accepted a commission as a reserve
army chaplain, I led student opposition
to the war in Vietnam throughout my
seminary years.
At the same time as I was studying
for the rabbinate, I had several parttime jobs as a Hebrew school teacher,

youth group adviser, and unwed
mother home chaplain. I also
underwent psychoanalysis and studied

grandchildren. " yczz.fzee Koorz.e Ufc%z. "

at a psychoanalytic institute.

was her motto, "the egg teaches the

A few years after my ordination as a
rabbi, I suffered a painful divorce and
custody battle. In many respects the
emotional turmoil was as important to
my growth as a rabbi as was my
academic training. Several years of
emotional
struggling
were
compounded with my difficulties as a

hen."

Although my parents were born and
reared in Jewish immigrant New York
City, they established their marriage in
an outpost of the Western frontier,
Logan, Utah, where I was born early in
World War 11. After the war, my father
completed his graduate work in
Indiana, and we settled in Dallas,
Texas, where I completed my
secondary education. In those years I
enjoyed the entire smorgasbord of the
modem world, four sports, Boy Scouts,
cello in the school orchestra, debating
society, and the school newspaper.
Although Dallas was hardly a cultural
mecca, my home pulsated with every

single parent and by a second divorce.
From it all I acquired a sense of my

personal frailties and failings, and an
etemal appreciation of the emotional
wounds and struggles of others.
Somehow, through several years of
turmoil, I continued my gratifying
work as a rabbi in New Haven, Connecticut and as a graduate student at
Yale. Contemporary Jewry, compara-
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T!rhenlwasgrowingupinTexas,rnyJe:wish friends
had a f iavourite expression. ``Dress British, think
Yiiddish." Be British on the outside, be Jewish on the
inside.
tive religion, race and ethnicity, and
social psychiatry, were my speciality
areas in work towards a Ph.D in sociology. In retrospect, my congregation
and my graduate study kept me glued
together through the worst years of my
life.

After obtaining my Ph.D I accepted
a position as a senior rabbi of Temple
Beth David in Commack, on the north
shore of Long Island, New York. From
the first day I devoted exceptional
pastoral attention to a young mother of
two, whose husband had died from
leukaemia two weeks before I became
her rabbi. A year later we were
married. We both worked very hard on
our marriage and rearing our three
children. In between synagogue, work
and family, Suellen returned to
university and completed her studies
in accounting. In addition to my work
as a congregational rabbi, I directed
the Joint Research Task Force on the
Future of Refomi Judaism for the
Union
of American
Hebrew
Congregants, the Central Conference
of American Rabbis and Hebrew
Union College.
After ten years in Commack we
moved to White Plains, where I became the senior rabbi of the Jewish
Community Centre. Within the Reform
Movement, I continued my combination of traditionalism and social
activism. Consistently I held the line
against rabbinic
officiation
at
intermarriages, and I wrote extensively
on "boundary" issues. I also became
the leader among rabbis working to
bring Ethiopian Jews to Israel. 8 'sfecrz,
I had roomed with an Ethiopian Christian at Ulpan Akiva in 1962. By 1991,

he had become the Ethiopian foreign
minister. My discussions with him in
Addis Ababa contributed directly to
the airlift of Operation Solomon.
Through my activity in the Synagogue Council of America, I became
involved in efforts to enhance Jewish
unity in national and intemational
interreligious relations. Highlights included
the
development
of
Vatican-Israel diplomatic relations, the
Auschwitz Convent dispute, and passage of the Religious Freedom
Restoration Act in the United States.
When painful and potentially destructive conflicts emerged in my
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synagogue in White Plains, I decided
to retire as "rabbi emeritus" of the congregation. I assumed the presidency of
the National Council of Synagogues,
the umbrella organisation of the Conservative and Refomi Movements in
the United States. After three years of
professional
concentration
in
interreligious and intrareligious activity, I arrived in England. West London
and Hugo's legacy offer me an unparalleled opportunity to put together my
traditionalist and activist tendencies. I
rejoice in the challenge.
I stand on the shoulders of nearly
160 years of distinguished religious
leaders, from David Woolf Marks to
Hugo Gryn. Hugo's legacy is manifest
in every comer of the United Kingdom.
As much as he was the prophetic voice

of Anglo-Jewry, Rabbi Gryn touched
the lives of hundreds upon hundreds of
individual members of West London
Synagogue. Hardly a week goes by
without someone naming a child after
Hugo on its bz."cz%.

As great as my predecessors may
have been, they had worthy partners in
the lay leadership from the very
begiming. In 1840, the founders' goals
were simple. They wanted to establish
a synagogue near where they lived with
their families.
They hoped to
pexpetuate the Jewish tradition for their
children's
and
grandchildren's
generations. And they wished to
integrate a modicum of modemity into
their practice of Judaism.
A few months ago, when news of
my selection became public my friend

Rabbi Dow Mamur called me from
Canada to congratulate me on
becoming an Englishman. I am not sure
quite what Dow meant, but it sure
sounded good to me. When I was

growing up in Texas, my Jewish
friends had a favourite expression.
"Dress British, think Yiddish." Be
British on the outside, be Jewish on the
inside. My environment regarded
British
culture
as
the
most
sophisticated, the most intellectual, the
most worldly and stylish culture on our
planet. Jewishness was the wisest, the
most clever, the most humorous, the
most ethical, and the most sensitive
inner identity that one could possess.
As Jews in Dallas, Texas in the 1950s,
my friends may have been biased

toward Jewishness. But I know that
others will agree that their evaluation
of what it means to be British is, to
coin an expression, "spot on",
absolutely "brilliant".
In the weeks since I was elected senior rabbi of West London Synagogue,
nothing has altered my childhood opinion that British Jews possess the best
of both worlds. The ways in which
Anglo-Jewry interweave Judaism and
British modemity produce an inspiring
tapestry. Even so, every Jewish community has its challenges and
difficulties in perpetuating Judaism. I
cannot tell you with certitude that
Anglo-Jewry is the most fortunate Jewish community in the history of the
Jewish people. But Anglo-Jewry certainly ranks among the top handful.
Never have we Jews lived in an
environment of more freedom.
Although not immune from traces of
anti-Semitism, the surrounding nonJewish
culture
treasures
our
uniqueness. British society values our
contributions as Jews to the cultural,
intellectual, political, economic and
ethical currents within it. Both the
public and private sectors welcome
Jews into the highest positions. There
is no suggestion that we should be less
Jewish in order to attain these
positions.

As Reform Jews, we are religious
moderates, in the middle of the
spectrum, from the most restrictive and
fundamentalist on our right, to the most
permissive and secular on our left. We
celebrate both the Jewish tradition and
modemity at the same time. We believe
that we can be both traditionally Jewish
and modem English simultaneously.
I dream that we may utilise God's
blessings for the welfare of our synagogue communities, British society
around us, our People Israel, and all
humanity.
One hundred years ago, Theodor
Herzl penned the motto of the newly
established Zionist movement, J"
Tirtzu, ayn zoh Agadah. "If you wi+i it,
it will not be a dream." Many of the
early Zionists' contemporaries scoffed
and laughed at their dreams. The Zionist
poet
Saul
Tchernichowsky
responded to their ridicule with his
poem Sczcfeczfa.. "Laugh at me, laugh at

all my dreams. What I dream shall yet
come true."
So it is with our dreams. Most people
scoff at dreams. They look at the world
around them and sigh "What a pity!"
Let us be among the saving remnant

who pursue the path of dreams - the
saving remnant, who dream of what
might yet be and exclaim "Why not?" I

COHABITING WITH A
COVENANT - AND WITH LOVE?

want to use their vision3 training, study
and knowledge for the synagogue's
future, they are beholden to the lay
leadership of the moment.
This is exacerbated by the fact that
many lay leaders are ephemeral - in
my own and most RSGB synagogues,
the chairman has a maximum threeyear term. And each chairman and each
council member, come to that, will
want to use that limited time to make
their own mark. A rabbi and chairlnan
may develop a good working relationship, only for the rabbi to have to start
again and again.
Recognising this as a potential difficulty is half-way to resolving the
problem. In my view, it is essential that
each synagogue evolves a system for
rabbi and laity to discuss the problems
as they arise in a non-threatening way.
Rabbi and chairman must meet regu1arly. In the event of contention, a
senior member of the synagogue -past
chairman? - should be asked to moderate. The chairman must deal with all
`po/I.fz.ccz/ ' problems. And the succes-

sor must be brought into discussions
In our Spring issue (No: 59) Barry Palmer wrote about the
Progressive rabbinate and examined issues relating to
synagogue structure and the way rabbis are employed and
deployed. We irrvited responses and received three of

The problem is by no means limited
to Britain. The recurrent background
to Hany Kemelman' s delightful detec-

particular interest and importance. The first, printed in the
last issue of MA;ENAL and reproduced again for the
convenience Of our readers, is from Peter Woolstone, the
current Chairman of Edgware and District Ref;orm

tive novels is the constant battle
between his Rabbi David Small and a
succession of synagogue chairmen and
councils. And these novels were set in

Synagogue, RSGB 's largest community. The second is from
Rabbi Jeffrey Newman, one Of RSGB's most experienced

American synagogues and published

shortly before a "fecz77d-over ".

in the 1960s and 1970s! .

rabbis and a leading figure in Rabbinic In-Service
Trcining. The third comes from outside of the Jewish world.
Revd David Broad is an Anglican priest currently
working as part Of a team ministry.

Peter Woolstone
Chairman, Edgware and District
Roform Synagogue

We invited Barry Palmer to refoect on the three responses.

PROFESSIONALS
EMPLOYEES

Sir'

`1 T

Sir,

I

RESPOND

TO

BARRY

Palmer's challenging article
on tension between rabbis and
their congregations. That such
difficulties arise is undeniable. But the
cause is not difficult to see, given the
inbuilt friction in the rabbinic/lay
organisation of RSGB and of its
autonomous constituent synagogues.
There is no clearly defined role for
the rabbis. On an individual basis,

members turn to them for teaching,
guidance and help. However, on a
communal basis they are literally the
employees of the synagogue.
This dichotomy can so easily lead to
an almost inevitable conflict - who is
in charge, the rabbi or the lay leadership? Whilst, of course, rabbis will

IS A LOT TO EXPECT',
writes Barry Palmer, `that congregations
[should]
regard
themselves as having the privilege of
paying rabbis to serve the Jewish
people rather than as buying his or her
services for themselves'. Oddly, this
was exactly how I, and other rabbis,
experienced
the
wishes
of
congregations `in the old days'. And
more: congregations wanted their
rabbis to be ambassadors also to the
non-Jewish world.
Peter Woolstone's comment that `on
a communal basis they [rabbis] are literally the employees of the
synagogue', now seems a much more
common view, with all the limitations
which it, not necessarily but frequently, implies.
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But rabbis cannot be `employed'
by their congregations. They must
serve them, of course - though not
them alone, since we are all servants
ultimately of God, who is our true
employer. Obviously, this is so not
only for rabbis though we perhaps
need to be especially sensitive to it.
Nor is this mere semantics. It may
account for the widespread wish of
Jews to be entrepreneurs - that is
`self-employed'. Twenty-five years

ago, rabbis in this country, like accountants, lawyers and taxi drivers,
were self-employed professionals
who hired out our services to our
congregants but were not employed
by them. We became technically `employees' following an alteration in
Inland Revenue tax rules, but the
change which this has brought about
in the expectation of synagogue
council leaders, the self-perception of
rabbis and the relationship between
the two, has been considerable.
Professionals enjoy an independence and detachment which enables
them to pay attention primarily to
their own standards, training, code of
ethics and to ensure compatibility
with the expectations of those with
whom they work - perhaps `for'
whom they work, but definitely not
`by whom' they are employed.

Rabbis are professionals who have
and need considerable freedom to determine their work pattern and
priorities, while paying sufficient attention to the demands of God as best
we can, Jewish tradition and teaching
and the needs of the Jewish people
and our communities, as a whole. Of
course rabbis must agree guiding

principles over the year, or years, with
the congregation and its representatives. A balance needs to be found,
for example, in time spent in children's education and adult education,
in working with new members as
compared with pastoral care, in
preparation for services and sermons
in comparison with media appearances, or committee meetings. And
the needs of the community change,
just as do its representatives, each, as
Peter Woolstone says with his and her
own very different views and prejudices. Equally, hopefully, the rabbi's
needs, hopes and skills change over
the years, so there must be change in
working practice or boredom and
bun-out quickly result.
Beyond all this, and as a further
helpful dimension, is the original terminology of rabbinic payment as
`secfeczr bczzrczJczfe ' - the money paid to

a rabbi is in compensation for the loss
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of his or her time, due to the demands
of rabbinic work. The same concept
applied to the vicar's stipend. In other
words, we are not paid for work done,
but in order to free us from having to
work at another occupation. In such a
model, it is necessary to `trust' that
the person paid will be using time
fruitfully, whether to study, to visit,
to prepare. However hard it is for us
in modem society to trust in such a
way, we should do well to recall from
time to time the evident good sense,
meaning and religious understanding

of such a concept .
With hope,

Rabbi Jeffrey Newman
Finchley Roform Synagogue

sf

n4ANAGENINT

READ THE ARTICLE BY
Bany Palmer with interest, being
an Anglican priest who has
worked both in a Group Ministry and
presently in a Team.
The Church of England is at present
going through a painful process of
maintaining the principle of a `priest
for every parish', whilst having to face
financial realities and create new arrangements for ministry. Teams and
Groups and Benefices of more than
one church are becoming increasingly
commonplace.
This has raised questions about the
roles of a priest and the roles of a congregation in ministry. Nearly all
dioceses now have strategy documents
and are adopting, as Barry Palmer
identifies, the concepts and methodol-

ogy of the business world - often
uncritically - into parish life.
I recently heard of one Diocese
which specifically asked for their new
Bishop to be someone wz.Jfeoi!} a `vi-

sion', presumably feeling exhausted
by a long process of reorganisation
and re-orientation. I would like to ask
Barry Palmer to say more about his
idea of `covenant' in the final paragraph of his article. He said, `It might
be more in accord with Jewish values
for [congregations] to work together
to define the terms of the covenant
between them and to consider how this
dovetails with their understanding of
the covenant between God and the
Jewish people in the present day.'
How is this a process distinct from a
management strategy? What does this
mean for the role of a rabbi and the
role of the congregation? How might
the notion of the Covenant alter our

perception of these problems? I
Revd. David Broad
Southampton

Y
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as
its
starting point a letter from Rabbi Dr
Michael Hilton, published a year
previously. He drew attention to the
conflict and frequent breakdown of
relations between rabbis and their
congregations, and suggested that this
was due to `the very structure of the
rabbi-employer relationship'. The
article explored what might be
structural or `systemic' causes of this
conflict.
Peter Woolstone and Jeffrey
Newman are in agreement that there is
something problematic about congregational rabbis being employees of the
synagogue. As Rabbi Colin Eimer said
in a sermon: `You may criticise me
strongly at a synagogue meeting one

day and the next day suffer a bereavement and meet me as your rabbi. Such
things blur the boundaries between
roles in the rabbinate and make it more
difficult both for you and me.' In these
circumstances Peter Woolstone's recommendation is a good one. There
should be regular occasions on which
rabbi and chairman or officers meet to
discuss problems as they arise, in `a
non-threatening way'. The role-relationship is a complicated one but it is

possible for both parties to it to lean to
work within it and, in particular, to
distinguish between contexts in which
they meet as employer and employee.
So why are they sometimes unable
to do this? My guess is, because there
are issues facing the leaders of congregations which are threatening, so that
it is not possible to address them in a
serious way without raising anxieties
and tempers. It may well be that conflicts over employment issues are
sometimes substitutes for potentially
more explosive questions about declining membership, religious practice, or
the participation of women or nonJewish partners in the life of the congregation.
I am not convinced that changes in
the Inland Revenue rules about selfemployment can have blighted
relations in the synagogue to the extent
that Jeffrey Newman suggests. I may
bring in a maxim from my own tradition, the question is how the synagogue
can render unto the taxman the
things that are the taxman's, and
unto God the things that are God's.
In principle it must be possible for
council and rabbi to agree between
themselves that - without denying

Contimied on next page

the rabbi's employment position in law

- they will regard him or her as an
autonomous professional, or according
to the sechczr bcz#cz/czfe principle - they

are not the sane thing.
There are two substantial `buts'. First,
I am not convinced that rabbis are constrained primarily by their formal
employment contract anyway. They are
constrained by the expectations of
congregants, as they are expressed in
actual demands and as they have been
intemalised by the rabbis themselves.
Neither the rabbi nor the council is willing to thwart these expectations, for
fear of alienating the membership on
whom the viability of the synagogue
depends.
Secondly, I question the idea of the
rabbi as a professional. It is a good
term, insofar as it acknowledges the
education and training of rabbis, and
the kind of responsibility they take for
the vital interests of those they serve. It
also acknowledges that the title `Rabbi'
does not imply any kind of employment: a vicar is an employee, but
Judaism has no equivalent term. It is

problematic, I think, because what rabbis are professionals in is problematic.
I entrust judgments about my illnesses
to my doctor because I have confidence

in the theory, practice and ethics of
medicine. This is not wholly rational.
But when I am ill and anxious I am

prepared to put myself in the hands of
my doctor as One Who Knows.
An increasing mmber of people do
not regard doctors in this way - the
whole medical paradigm is for them
discredited. Silnilarly, the paradigm of
institutional religion is discredited for
many people in society. I suggest that
within the synagogue, too, there is no
longer the kind of consensus about the
beliefs, values and loyalties which the
rabbi represents, for him or her to be
able to expect the kind of trust which
Jeffrey Newman hopes for. This is not a
personal thing. Congregants may have
complete confidence in the integrity,
commitment and concern of their rabbi,
and yet be unable to accept his or her
authority in matters of belief, observance or Jewish culture.
Without this kind of authority, rabbis
have to earn the trust of their councils,
often from a position of being younger
than many of their council members,
perceived as having less life experience or experience of running
organisations, perhaps from the position of a woman in a predominantly
male leadership group.

This brings me to Christopher
Broad's request that I should say
more about my suggestion about covenants. I proposed that members of
congregations, with their rabbis,
should seek to make explicit the challenge they saw themselves facing and
how they intended to address it together. And that a covenant might,
for a Jewish community, be a more
appropriate fomi for such an agreement than a mission statement.
Whatever the fomi of the covenant, it
would be specific to the community
in question, while being related to
their understanding of God's covenant with the Jewish people as a
whole. It would be provisional and
subject to revision, and would include
a commitment to respect and seek to
understand all differences of belief
and practice within the community. It
would be affirmed in a special service and elaborated in sermons and
educational activities. And, in relation to the issues discussed here, it
would provide a point of reference,
outside the relationship between rabbi
and officers, for examining and addressing points of disagreement

between them .

Barry Palmer

Martin Slowe
CHARTERED SURVEYORS
Star House,
Grafton Road,
London NW5 4BD
Telephone: 0171-267 4291. Fax: 0171-482 4116
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Providers of fire sealing
solutions on major projects
around the world I
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Sealant products for movement joints,
weather protection, fire sealing, glazing and
flashing applications throughout the
construction and building industries.

Al fas Group of Companies
Bentall Business Park,
Washington, NE37 3JD, England
Telephone: + 44 (0)191419 0505
Fax: +44 (0)191419 2200
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Are you looking for time and space?
Come and be away from the telephone and
day to day pressures to walk, read or simply be,
in the heart of the Somerset countryside.
For further details ask for our
'Quiet Spaces' leaflet.
Full programe of events
available on request including:-

For catalogue:

Baume & Co.
Alexander House
Manchester Street
Oldham OL81SU
Phone: 0161 624 3977

Fax:

01616263755

Nov 6 - 8 Jewish Christian Text Study Weekend:
Tamar - A Woman Ignored?
Gordian Marshall OP, Rabbi Mark Solomon,
Clare Jardine NDS, Rabbi Rachel Montagu

==.
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also

Autumn Holiday for the Young at Heart 50+
Country Houses Holiday
Literature week

THE AMAAERDOWN CENTRE, RADSTOCK,

BATH, SOMERSET. BA3 5SW
Tel: 017611433709 Fax: 01761433094
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`with a refined and beautiful face' is

THE GLORY
AND THE
HORROROF
JEWISH LIFE
Howard Cooper
ALL RIVERS RUN TO THE SEA:
MEMOIRS VOLUME ONE
1928-1969 ELIE WIESEL,

Harper Collins, London,
1997, pp 432, pb. £9.99

ERRATA: AN EXAMINED LIFE
GEORGE STEINER,
Weidenfeld & Nicolson, London,
1997, pp

186, hb. £11.99

hanging on a gallows: `For more than
half an hour he stayed there...dying in
slow agony under our eyes. And we
had to look him full in the face'. Elie
Wiesel's testimony from Auschwitz
forced us to look too: `His tongue was
still red, his eyes were not yet glazed' .
"Where is God now?", someone asks,
and sixteen-year-old Wiesel hears `a
voice within me answers him: "lvhere
is He? Here He is - He is hanging here
on this gallows..."'

For more than ten years after his
liberation from Auschwitz and
Buchenwald, the young, stateless, Romanian-born, religiously-observant
Wiesel, then living in Paris, privately
recorded his wartime experiences. As
a survivor, a witness, he felt the burden
of a sacred responsibility: `the duty to
testify, to offer depositions for history,
to serve memory'. (A4leffloz.rs, pl 50).

His original Yiddish manuscript
consisted of 862 pages. When a scaleddown version, a third of the length,
was eventually published, in Brazil,
Wiesel's title retained his accusing bitterrLess.. And the World Remained
Sz./e77/. In 1958 a French edition cut his

work to 178 pages and retitled it I,a
jvlf I.£. Two years later IVz.gfe/ brought

Wiesel to the attention of the Englishspeaking world. It remains a classic of
Holocaust literature - lucid, moving
testimony, a story of ghetto and camp
life told in deliberately spare prose which became the trademark of all his
reportage and fiction -`the style of the
chroniclers of the ghettos, where everything had to be said swiftly, in one
breath...Every phrase was a testament.
There was no time or reason for anything superfluous' to.321 ).

Now the author of more than thirty
works - novels, essays, stories, plays,
all suffused in mystical, Hasidic, Biblical or Talmudic lore, all composed in
the shadow of the flames of Auschwitz
- Wiesel's latest evocative volume

traces the route of an inspirational life' s

journey: from the lovingly recreated
idyll of shtetl childhood and adolescence immersed in Jewish leaming and
living, through the darkness of the
Shoah where he lost his parents and a
younger sister, to the dislocations of
post-War refugee life when the lan-

Elie Wiesel

guages he grew up with - Yiddish,
German, Romanian, Hungarian, and
most valuable of all, part of his youthful Zionist zeal, modem Hebrew enabled him to gain work first as a
joumalist/translator on a clandestine
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Wiesel has a gifit for storytelling. But deaper
issues are at stake. AIl Of his work is a fiorm Of
testimony. It demands to be read, both f;or the
lost worlds it eulogises and the religious
questions it raises.

questions to humanity, questions to
God, questions of God, questions `to
which no answer will ever be forthcoming' a.85).
One of the multitudinous cast of
characters within Wiesel's memoirs is
the scholar George Steiner, `brilliant,
incisive, blessed with writing gifts and
fluent in several languages...at ease in
both ancient and modem cultures...a
man with a restless soul whose search
is never-ending' (p.325-6). A year

Irgun movement newspaper in Paris in
the lead up to Israel's War of Independence and subsequently as the Paris
correspondent for one of the new
State's daily papers.
His polyglot background, journalistic contacts and abilities as an
interpreter eventually gave him entree
to the great names of state: Ben Gurion,
Golda Meir, Abba Eban, de Gaulle,
Eisenhower. But 1950s Paris was also
the centre of intellectual ferment:
Sartre and Camus, Beckett, Chagall,
Martin Buber's lectures on religious
existentialism sweep through Wiesel ' s
life. By the time I cz IVz/I./ is published

and fame beckons, the 30-year-old
oxphaned survivor has already lived
through several lifetimes of experience. And this is before he becomes an
American citizen, friend of the Jewish
philosopher Abraham Joshua Heschel,
an intimate of the Lubavicher Rebbe,
and one of the first Westerners to visit
and promote the cause of Soviet Jews
as they reawakened to their identity
from the mid-1960s onwards.
The first volume of his memoirs
abounds in anecdotes and character
sketches, vivid, lyrical, life-affirming
- Wiesel has a gift for storytelling. But
deeper issues are at stake. All of his
work is a form of testimony. It demands to be read, both for the lost
worlds it eulogises and the religious
questions it raises. He writes not only
as `an act of faith' a. 321) but in order
to disturb: `1 disturb the believer because I dare to put questions to God...I

disturb the miscreant because, despite
my doubts and questions, I refuse to
break with the religious and mystical
universe that has shaped my own. Most
of all, I disturb those who are comfortably settled within a system - be it
political, psychological, or theological '
®.337). And yet...

There's something about Wiesel's
oewvrc which disturbs in a different
way. Sometimes it is a kind of complacency - as in the quotation above? At
other times a false profundity: `To
write is to plumb the unfathomable
depths of being' ®.321). Perhaps that
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sounds better in the original French.
Then there are his rhetorical flourishes,
and his beloved paradoxes which
sound so seductive in their elusiveness
but can dissolve into meaninglessness.
Thus, in relation to the Shoah: `To be
silent is impossible, to speak forbidden' ®.89). What does someone who
has dedicated his life to witnessing
mean by declaring that it is forbidden
to speak?
His scholarship? Whereas Buber dissolves the darker antimonies of Hasidic
lore into the syrup of German Romanticism, Wiesel whips his version of
Hasidic teachings, the beautifullycrafted Sot//s o7z Fz.re, into a frothy
mythopoesis imbued with the spirit of
French Absurdism.
And what of that horrendous opening image from Auschwitz? Wiesel
insists that IVz.gfef is not a novel ®.271 ).

Yet its unique literary form reads like a
story in which imaginatively reconstructed scenes have been grafted into
witnessed events. Verbatim conversations abound throughout Wiesel's
work: in IVz.gfe/, in his fiction, in his

memoirs, brilliantly-evoked illuminating
scenes
from
childhood,
adolescence, camp life are dense with
dialogue. But what disturbs is precisely

this bluring of boundaries when real
events are transmuted into literature.
And yet he states categorically: `the
truth I present is unvamished' (p.336).
Perhaps qualms about Wiesel's dialogue-driven narrative techniques are
irrelevant, particularly when set beside
the terrifying evil brutalism which
IVz.gfez records. `Ari for art's sake' he

dismisses: `literature must have an
ethical dimension' to.336). But how
are we to read the message contained
in the cruel immediacy of this image of
the hanging child? Is it that God is

present, but powerless? Is this a portrait of God's silence? Or is God dead?
Wiesel rejects the latter inference as
blasphemy: `my anger rises up within
faith and not outside it' ®.84). For
Wiesel his depiction - along with the
deaths of the six million which trail in
its wake -is meant to pose questions:

younger than Wiesel, Steiner's story
parallels that of the shtetl boy in revealing ways. An admired,1eamed and
much-loved father haunts both memoirs, a major formative influence on
their lives. A multilingual homelife born in Paris of Viennese parents,
Steiner grew up fluent in French, German and English - crucially, he was at
school in England during the war years
- seems to have nurtured great intellectual giftedness. Both exhibited an
intense, loving devotion, from childhood onwards, to scholarship. In
Wiesel the movement was from reli-

gious to secular leaming. Steiner, born
into the doomed hopefulness of the
pre-Holocaust European Jewish intelligentsia in which the classics and
German culture were a kind of secular
Talmud, grafted metaphysical-theological
speculation
into
his
explications of the Central European
literary, artistic and philosophical humanism which Nazism and Stalinism
all but obliterated. But, above all, they
share an obsessive, brooding preoccu-

pation with the mid-century cataclysm
which unfolded around them.
Wiesel's memoirs present one disagreement between them. Typically
provocative, Steiner argues at a Holocaust conference that the Shoah can
best be conveyed in German, adduciiig
the work of the poet Paul Celan. But
for Wiesel, German is `the language of
the killers...the great documents on the
tragedy had been written in Yiddish
and Hebrew' to.326).
Wiesel's is an affectionately-drawn

portrait but one wonders, on reading
Steiner's own extraordinary memoir,
whether the affection is mutual. Over
the years this intellectual's intellectual
has become increasingly and overtly
concerned with the theological issues.
At one point in Errczzo he dismisses all
the arguments used to `explain' how
God allows evil to exist. They all `offend intelligence and morality'. And
then, without mentioning Wiesel by
name, he writes - in a sentence typical
of his acerbic judgements, and magisterial disdain for the second-rate -`The
Continued on next page
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messianic hopefuhess for a human
ripening into unselfisbness - inplicit,
after Sinai, within the messages of Jesus and Marx alike - these Jewish
demands on humanity doomed us to
the world's everlasting hatred. But

Steiner judges as sentimental and
intellectually-wanting wies el ' s p aim-f illed
attempt to attribute meaning to the
evil he had witnessed.
answer given to the question posed
during the torture and hanging of a
starving child at Auschwitz (`where
now is God?', `God is that child') is a
more or less nauseating bit of anthropomorphic pathos' to.158).
The dismissiveness is breathtaking.
Steiner judges as sentimental and intellectually-wanting
Wiesel's

pain-filled attempt to attribute meaning to the evil he had witnessed.
Nothing illustrates more eloquently
the divergent paths taken by these two
Jewish intellectuals, curators of remembrance, as they both wrestle with
the legacy of the Shoah.
Steiner too asks questions, though
his are terrifying in their vehemence.
Why have Jews survived against the
norms of logic and history? `Has the
survival of the Jew been worth the

appalling cost?' (p.51). Although Israel is `an indispensable miracle', is

its survival as a nation-state worth the
torture of another human being? In a
post-theistic age this secular scholar
longing for `intimacy with God'
to.158) seems, in the urgency of his
questioning, to have inherited the prophetic mantle.

Perhaps the true Judaic mission, he
argues, is inherent within the diaspora
existence: to teach the universalistic
message of the Bible that we are all

guests on this small planet, that we
must welcome each other in our differences lest we be doomed to
extinction through the barbarism
which lies within the human heart.
The invisible, unnamable God we
gave to the world, the moral imperatives for self-transcendence, the

this is our heritage, and our purpose.
Impossible to realise, but impossible
to abandon.
Throughout his scholarly life, and
again in his memoir, itself a magnificent summation of his vocation,
Steiner has been an impassioned advocate of the `singularity' of the
Jewish condition and the `provocative

pre-eminence' of the Jew in modernity. Even though they approach
Judaism from radically different perspectives, both scholars are devoted
to what Steiner calls the `God-question' . The texts of these contemporary

teachers demand their own commentaries and responses from us who are
called to their reading. In an age dis-

possessed of truth, they are teaching

us Torah I
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MEDITATION FROM THE
HEART OF JUDAISM TODAY'S TEACHERS SHARE
THEIR PRACTICES,
TECHNIQUES AND FAITH,
ed. Avram Davis, Jewish Lights
Publishing, Vermont,1977.
pp 256,

$25.95

"If we had a keen vision and fieelingfor all

SHUSHDO NOT SAY
ANOTHER WORD

ordinary human life, it would be like
hearing the grass grow, the squirrel's
heart beat, and we should die of that roar
which lies on the other side of silence. "

George E\iot - Middlemarch

Judaism", edited by Avram Davis, is a
book which seeks, to address this
dilemma. Davis has co-founded a
renewal centre for Jewish learning and
meditation" - teachers, rabbis and
scholars who explain their beliefs
about meditation, and their own
specific approach. I was initially
excited by the idea of a book which

promised to be a practical guide for
both beginning and experienced
meditators.
But it is not an easy book to read. I
don't mean the language is difficult it is often rather too simplistic. What
was hard was sifting through the book
to find essays, or parts of essays, which
I liked and which might be helpful to
me, both personally and as a rabbi in a
large suburban congregation. Perhaps
it is not terribly well edited, in that
there are very few notes, several typos
in transliteration, and I found it
difficult to get much of a sense of the
way the book hangs together.
I was irritated by the over-liberal
use of Hebrew words by some of the
contributors, and wondered if they
were trying to prove how Jewishly
authentic their teachings were although as one contributor, Rabbi
Alan Lew, says, ``We do not have to
has%er meditation". And my cynicism
ran riot through some of the essays
offering meditation as a `quick-fix'
solution to our "irmer anger", or to our
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"...the actual practice of Kabbalah is

simply not a realistic or attainable goal for
the vast majority of American Jews.
Kabbalah is extremely difficult and complex.
It depends on a rigorous pattern of Jewish
observance and on the mastery of the most
difficult Torah study skills - not only
Hebrew, but also Aramaic and Gemarah. But,
the vast majority of Jews who are in need of
spiritual renewal these days are neither
observant nor educated. People want to fly,
but they haven't even tried crawling yet...
Authentic Kabbalali camot be simplified or

Ales#:DX;h¥n=:¥csih¥f°:::T:b°::f
meditation. On the one hand, both
Jewish mystical teachings in our past
and general thirst for spiritual
development these days, make
meditation
seem valuable
and
desirable - so much so, that we feel we
ought to be doing it. On the other hand,
the demands of late-20th century life,
busy schedules, and realities of
communal life, all seem to conspire
against it, making us feel that there is
not enough time just to stop.
"Meditation from the Heart of

I also appreciated the essay by
Rabbi Lew about Kabbalah. Many of
the essays deal with Kabbalah, or
kabbalistic concepts. I found Rabbi
Lew's essay helpful and grounded, as
he debunks the current fad of
popularisation of Kabbalah:

translated."

I agree wholeheartedly with Rabbi
Lew, and I also find helpful his
suggestion that Kabbalah can be
useful to all Jews involved in spiritual
search, because it can provide us with
a language for talking about Jewish
meditative or spiritual experiences,
like bz.##J - the temporary negation of

Lee Wax

the ego, fez.fbodec7#z - contemplation,

usually directed inwards, from the
Hebrew Z)-cJ-c7,

spiritual needs, and through others
which were just plain embarrassing e.g. "When I shared this teaching with
the Dalai Lama recently...". This book

has the problem from which many
anthologies suffer - it is patchy.
Still, there are some essays which
were well-written and inspiring. One
of these is an essay by Lawrence
Kushner, a rabbi who teaches Jewish
spirituality for adults and young
people, and whose work I particularly
admire. I met him on a Number 9 bus
once in Jerusalem - name-dropping is
catching. His essay, called Silencing
the Inner Voice(s), is on the problems
of inner noise, and how to be fully

present in ourselves whatever we are
doing. Many of the essays deal with
the idea that meditation is about bz.Zfu/,

the temporary negation of our ego. But
I
particularly
like
Kushner's
explanation of this. He. quotes the 19thcentury Hassidic teacher Mena6hem
Mendl of Kotzk. In Deuteronomy 5:5
where Mases says "Anokhi omed bein
Adonai u 'veineikhem - I stand between
God and you", Menachem Mendl
deliberately misreads it, teaching that it
refers to the "I". In other words, it is
"your ego that stands between you and
God. Normally not even an iron barrier
can separate Israel from God, but selfpreoccupation and ego will drive them
apart."

alone, 4avvcz#czA -

intention, focussing from the Hebrew
4-v-#, meaning intention, direction,
and c7eveki/f - literally, cleaving,

meaning union with God.
In our suburban, Jewish congregations, we don't often use this kind of
language. We speak of "prayer" and
"study" and "social action". The language of inner contemplation is
missing. Perhaps we have forgotten
how to use it, or perhaps we have forgotten the skills themselves. We have
forgotten to teach that meditation and
spiritual search is a Jewish thing to do,

just as it is Christian, Hindu, Muslim,
Buddhist as well. And so we should
not be surprised when young people
turn to other religions where the tradition of meditation and spiritual
reflection is still alive and well. And
yet, it is firmly within Jewish tradition,
as our growing numbers of feczvwro},

small friendship communities, know,
because many of them use meditation
as a regular pat of their prayer. So,
despite my reservations about "Meditation from the Heart of Judaism" as a
whole, I was actually inspired by the
book to think about the ways in which
we could bring back to mainstream
Judaism what we have lost.
There are lots of different types of
"traditional" meditation, including
transcendental, "higher-plane" meditation, visualisations, guided journeys,
using mantras, contemplating an
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Rabbi Lionel Bhae taught how resistant we all are to
silence, and how, after just a few seconds, people
begin snaffling, and looJing at each other, and
wonderingwhat'sgoingon.
object...and they are all useful for some

people. What I am particularly interested in is exploring the types of
meditation which can help restore vibrancy and a sense of connectedness
with God, both into our regular services and our daily lives.
Meditatioli can be used to prepare
for prayer. Even though the beginning
of our services are designed to be a

preparation for the "real" prayers
which begin with the Borech#, many
people find that it is hard to direct the
heart of God by launching straight into
a communal prayer service. Some
people come early to synagogue, and
sit quietly in their seats, or in the
library. Perhaps more people would
want to do this, if there was a quiet,
comfortable space somewhere for
them to sit, away from all the hubbub
of arrivals and greetings. A meditation
room, quiet, comfortable, away from
noise, where people can sit for 15-20
minutes to prepare inwardly for the
service. Probably much of this
preparation would be silent, with
perhaps a #z.ggon - meditational
wordless song - a short psalm or
thought. It is not a new idea. The
Talmud tells us that the pious ones
would meditate for an hour before
even beginning to pray, so that they
could more fully direct their minds to
God.
Then there is silence. Our services
are full of words - too many words. As
Rabbi Professor Jonathan Magonet
says about Yom Kippur: "thousands,

perhaps hundreds of thousands of
words rise up from our lips. And the
more we say, the less they mean." We
Jews are not great at being silent unlike the Quakers whose services are
largely communal silent meditation,
with people speaking aloud when they
need to. I remember at Leo Baeck
College being privileged to be taught
about the need for silence in our
services by Rabbi Lionel Blue, our
very own, homegrown master of
spirituality. He taught how resistant
we all are to silence, and how, after
just a few seconds, people begin
shuffling, and looking at each other,
and wondering what's going on. Even
when we are told by the service leader
that we are going to have some silence,
people find it difficult - minds wander
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through "did I leave the oven on?" to
"I must look foolish with my eyes
shut"...and by the time we begin to
centre ourselves the silence is over.
We regularly say, S%'mcz

yz.srcze/,

Listen, 0 Israel - but we do not listen.
Instead "we chant our prayers and sing
our hymns to prevent a few moments'
silence, for God speaks in the silence"
and we might hear something which
we are normally too busy or too
satisfied to hear. But we could make
ourselves listen in silence - at the end
of the 4mz.c7czfe, or before reading from

the Torah, a minute of silent listening
after a 72z.gg##, or before the
Bczrecfei£...Perhaps it is also what we

are expecting. If people were to come
to services, anticipating silence at
some point, expecting to have some

tine with their own thoughts, it might
be possible, effective even.
We could all offer

Guided

One of the most powerful, mystical
moments from the Shabbat services,
for me, is the moment before singing
I 'chcz DocJz., at Kabbalat Shabbat. It is

a transitional time, just before the
hymn brings Shabbat in. The poem
itself was written by Shlomo Alkabetz,
a mystic from 16th century Safed. It
was in Jerusalem that I leamed the
meaning of these moments before the
hymn, at Kol Ha-Neshamah, the
Reform
shul
in
Ba'aka.
All
congregants shut their eyes, and Rabbi
Levi Kelman takes them through a

guided meditation of each day in the
past week, culminating in their
preparations for Shabbat. Then he
begins a #z.ggz{#, quietly humming the
tune for I 'cfecz DocZz., the community

joins in, and finally they are ready to
let go of the past week, and to use the
words of the poem to usher in Shabbat.
Dodz.

becomes

a

people are feeling the need for a
meditational retreat, to recharge
spiritual batteries which have gone
flat. Things are changing, because
people are articulating the need for
something else - the need to leam how
to open up our inner selves to
4edws%¢%, holiness, the presence of

God. I wonder how our communal
lives might be transformed if more of
our shuls took groups away for
meditational retreats.
Finally

there

is

Kczi;1;cz7?of.

The

Jrczwcz#czfe is written meditation. It is a

meditation, and the power of 72z.gg.z/#.

£'cfecz

shuls in northern California have
regular mediation groups - seven out
of the eight largest. And it is not just
Califomia - Yakar study centre in
north London runs a course in Jewish
meditation for relaxation. And we had
a spirituality group at Alyth, run by
Steve Miller, for quite some time,
where the group used meditation as a
tool helping people focus on themes
or texts. Other Reform shuls have
courses, from time to time, and there
are now spirituality retreats and groups
run in conjunction with the RSGB
Faith & Spirituality Network. Our
tradition is not monastic, and yet some

spiritual

journey into Shabbat, shared with the
whole community. It is something
beyond the power of words, it is a
beautiful moment. I sometimes wonder
if that kind of inspired communal
meditation is possible anywhere else.
Clearly, it is not everyone's cup of tea.
But I suspect it is possible, wherever
there are people who feel drawn to it.
We could set up Meditation groups
and courses. Rabbi Lew points out that
seven of the eight largest Conservative

way of helping us prepare for the
holiness in an act which we are about to
do. People are writing fr¢i;1/cz#o/ for

personal and professional moments
which are not necessarily regarded as
sacred, and where there are perhaps no
set texts, but which have spiritual
meaning for them. Before taking on an
act of communal leadership, before a
meeting, before breast-feeding, before
Shabbat...One beautiful frczwcz72czfe I

have seen is for teaching: "Before
going in to teach, Rabbi Nehunia ben
Kana would say: May it be Your will,
my God, that no misunderstanding or
confusion arise through my teachings.
May my colleagues and students value
my leaming and may I value theirs." I
would very much like to see people
leaning how to write and use fawcz7zof
in our communities.
Meditation is essentially about
centering. The word meditation contains within it the Latin "medius",
meaning middle, or centre. It is contemplation to help us centre ourselves,
coming back to the centre, to the essence or heart of things -to God. And it
is about creating time within our crazy
life-styles, to stop and listen for fro/
d'777cz"cz c7czfa¢ - the still, small voice -

the roar on the other side of silence .

RABBI LEE WAX i.s jdssocz.czfe J2abbz. crf IVorffe

Western Reforln Synagogue in Temple Fortune,
London. She was ordained by the ljeo Baeck College in 1994. She is married to Dr. John Louner.
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`viR\rNIA
ESSAIY
THE FUTURE 0F ANGLO-JEWRY
John D. Rayner
Thus Wasserstein writes that

everybody...that the new century
IT does
MUST
TO
not BE
open CLEAR
under very
favourable auspices for Judaism.' So
wrote Solomon Schechter in his
`Epistles to the Jews of England',
published in the .Jewz.s% C72ro72z.cJe in
1901 (Sza(cZz.es z.7c J#c7czz.s77t, JPS, 1908,

reprinted 1945, Second Series, p. 197).

What he said about the twentieth
century, which had just begun, could
be said with even greater cogency
about the twenty-first century, now
drawing near. Indeed it has been said,
both by demographers and by
historians like Bemard Wasserstein.
It is a well documented fact that the
Jewish population of Great Britain has
declined dramatically in the last fifty
years. h the years after the Second

World War it was thought to number
about 450,000. That is now believed to
have been an overestimate; most
probably the correct figure was never
more than 410,000. But now we are
down to below 300,000: a shrinkage of
over 25 percent in fifty years or one
percent every other year! No wonder
the alarm bells are ringing, especially
as the evidence points to a siniilar
decline in Europe, and indeed in the
Diasp ora, generally.

`demographic, social, religious and

cultural trends over the past halfcentpry point inexorably towards the
dissolution of the Diaspora, at any rate
in ENIape' (The Vanishing Diaspora;
Hamish Hamilton, London, 1996, pp.
281f), and he concludes his book with
this sombre prediction: `Slowly but
surely, [the Jews of Europe] are fading
away. Soon nothing will be left but a
disembodied memory' ®. 290).
Could these fears be exaggerated?
Wasserstein concedes that possibility.
`Historically speaking,' he writes,
`population panics
based
on
extrapolations of present trends...are
often exaggerated and sometimes
disproved by events' ®p. 285f). But
he dismisses the thought on the ground
that there is no `countervailing
evidence to suggest such an outcome

in the case of the European Jews'
a. 286). And he is surely right if
present trends continue.
That qualification is crucial. For
none of us can know what the future
may hold, and though `1 am neither a
prophet nor the son of a prophet'
(Amos 7: 14), nor even a demographer,

necessarily go down all the way to
zero. It could equally well bottom out
and then either remain level or rise
again.
In Anglo-Jewry the downward trend
will undoubtedly continue for the next
few decades and therefore we must
reckon with the possibility that by the
middle of the next century it will have
dwindled to, say, 225,000. But to
attempt any prediction beyond that
would be far to precarious. Instead, we
would do better to ask ourselves w%czZ
72eec7s fo %czj2pe73 in Anglo-Jewry if, in

a generation or two, it is to cease to
decline and begin to recover.
In order to do that, we must first
analyse the causes of the decline that
has already occurred. On a superficial
level, at least, they are easy to identify.
In reverse order of importance, the
first is Zionism - paradoxically, since
Zionism has done more than anything
to boost Jewish self-identification, selfesteem and self-assertion. But its very
success has inevitably depleted AngloJewry. Between 1948 and 1992, an
estimated 31,000 British Jews emigrated to Israel (Wasserstein, p. 90). In
relation to Anglo-Jewry that is not far
short of ten percent; and even that figure fails to convey its full significance.
For those involved have naturally ineluded many of our most Jewishly
conscious and communally active
young people, so that the loss to our
Community in terms of potential fertility and leadership is quite formidable.
Furthermore, against all that
Zionism has done for the morale of the
Diaspora, one has to set the drain it has
undoubtedly caused on our resources -

of time, energy and money - by
successfully persuading us to give the
State of Israel top priority on our
Jewish agenda. To what extent these
resources would otherwise have been
devoted to the strengthening of Jewish
life in Britain, is indeed an open
question. But surely the answer must
be - to so77€e extent.

The second factor in the numerical
decline of Anglo-Jewry is exogamy.
Fifty years ago the out-marriage rate
among British Jews was almost
negligibly low. By 1995 it had risen to
38 percent for men and between 20
and 25 percent for women, giving an
average of about 30 percent (Institute
of Jewish Policy Research Report No.
01, February .1996, p. 12a). And what

I do lmow that there is no reason i.7£

is happening in other countries,
including the United States and France,
suggests that it is likely to rise yet
higher.

/ogr.c why a downward curve should

Not that out marriage 7zecesso7.z7y

entails a diminution of the Jewish community. On the contrary, it cow/d have
the opposite effect. If, in the great majority of cases, the non-Jewish partner
converted to Judaism; and if, even in
the absence of such conversion, the
children were brought up as Jews; and
especially if they were accepted as
Jews, without need of conversion, regardless of whether their mother or
their father was the Jewish-born parent; in short, if what has come to be
known as `outreach' were maximally
effective; then intermarriage, far from
being a threat to the Jewish community, could work to its advantage.
Was serstein
considers
that
possibility, but dismisses it on the
ground that the factors that might have
favoured it are not in evidence ®. 286).
The third cause of Anglo-Jewry's
shrinkage is assimilation .in the sense

been offered are urbanisation,
prosperity, bi]th control, feminism, and
a tendency to marry late (Wasserstein,
pp.73 and 282). But whatever the
reasons may be, Anglo-Jewry is not
repro ducing itself.
The question we need to ask, however, is whether the four phenomena
we have considered are the fundamental causes ofAnglo-Jewry' s decline, or
whether there is an even deeper, underlying one.

If we take the tens we have used Zionism, Exogamy, Assimilation and
Low Fertility -and think of them as an
acronym, they spell the word {zeal',
which may lead us to the answer to our
question. Perhaps the deeper,
underlying cause is a lack of zeal. By
`zeal', I hasten to add, I don't mean
zealotry.Ofthatwehavefartoomuch!
WhenspokesmenofOrthodoxJudaism

Wie are a pluralistic commundy, comprising at least
half a dozen variedes Of Judaism as well as secular
forms Of Jewish salf :expression. Some people,
inalnding myself; think that is as i,t should be.

of the erosion of Jewish identity.
Whenever individual Jews cease to
belong to a synagogue, or to have
contact with a Jewish community, or to
observe Jewish customs, .or to give
their children a Jewish education, or to
care whether they marry in or out, then
assimilation, in that sense,, is at work.
To quote only one figure: a survey
published by the Institute for Jewish
Policy Research in 1996 showed that
close to one half of British Jews aged
35 and under, and 38 percent of those
aged 35 to 50, did not belong to a
synagogue (Report No. 01, February
1996, p.14b).

The fourfu factor is the low birthrate
of British Jews, `As early as 1950 the

average number of children in the
Anglo-Jewish family was estimated at
1.4 or even lower' (Wasserstein, p. 73).
h 1967 and 1977 it was found to be 20
percent below the fertility rate of
Britain as a whole and far below the
population replacement figure of 2.1
(Iowa:than Sacks. Will We have Jewish
G7.cz7?dchz.Jdre72? Vallentine Mitchell,
1994, p.20).

Thereasonsforthisphenomenonare
not clearly understood. Among the
overlapping explanations that have

go out of their way to denigrate and
delegitimise other branches of
Judaism, they do far more harm than
they realise, chiefly to Orthodoxy, but
also to the unity, and hence the
continuity, of Anglo-Jewry as a whole.
The way Rabbi Dr Louis Jacobs was
hounded out of Jews' College and the
United Synagogue in the 1960s,
followed in the 1990s by the outburst
of Chief Rabbi Dr Jonathan Sacks
against the Masorti movement in the
Jew.s% rrz.Z)#72e and his outrageous

remarks,inhislettertoDayanChanoch
Padwa, about the `1ate Rabbi Hugo
Gryn-thesethings,bythedisgustthey
arouse, may well tip the balance
unfavourably for those who are less
than sure whether Anglo-Jewry is a
community to which they wish to
belong. Indeed, communal discord
should be added to the factors that
account for Anglo-Jewry' s decline as a
fifth factor.
So I am not advocating zealotry,
Heaven forbid. But zeal, in the sense of
fervour or strong conviction, is a quality the lack of which may well explain
much of the decline. More precisely, I
suggest that the sickness of our Community is essentially Jow 77to7'flJe dcfe fo

a lack of selfunderstanding, self:
bdiof and self rrespect.
The first step towards the cure of
any psychic disorder, including the
psychic disorder of a community, is
self-understanding.
We are a pluralistic community,
comprising at least half a dozen
varieties of Judaism as well as secular
forms of Jewish self-expression. Some
people, including myself, think that is
as it should be. The problems of Jewish
continuity in the modem world are so
complex that it is positively good that
there should be different solutions on
offer. Diversity, on this view, is a fact
to be applauded. Other people deplore
and detest it. They want us all to
confomi to a single pattern. But even
theycan'talterthediversity.Theywish
it would go away, but they know very
well that it will not.
h these circumstances, it is deceitful
to pretend either to ourselves or to the
outside world that we are a monolithic
community, and this deception cannot
but be damaging to our collective
psychic health. It is absurd to pretend
that there is only one kind of Judaism
in Britain, and that the Chief Rabbi of
the United Hebrew Congregations is
its spokesman.
Hereletmeinterjectthat1havegreat
admiration for Jonathan Sacks. Often,
when he speaks on the media or whtes
in the press, I feel a glow of pride that
our Community should be heard and
seen to have among its leaders so
brilliant an intellectual and so eloquent
a speaker and writer. But that doesn't
make it right for our religiously
pluralistic
community
to
be
represented by a single rabbi, whoever
he might be; still less if the majority of
the Community have no say in his
election; and least of all if he rejects
pluralism.
We have simply got to accept the
truth about ourselves, that we czre a
pluralistic community, and stop
pretending otherwise. There is no
possible way of building communal
unityonanyotherbasis.Wemusthave
unity-in-diversity, and until we
become mature enough to realise that,
our disunity, erupting every now and
then into an ugly crisis, cannot but sap
our comlnunal morale and therefore
our chances of reversing our decline.
If the first condition of an
improvement in our communal health
is self-understanding, the second is
self-belief; and that means two things,
of which the first is belief in Judaism.
But belief in Judaism presupposes a
knowledge of Judaism, and therefore

raises the question of Jewish education.
Here the news is not all bad. There
has been a veritable explosion of
Jewish day schools. The number of
children attending such schools grew
from 4,400 in 1954 to 16,000 in 1991

(Wasserstein, p. 275) and is now
around 25,000. The number of young

men attending Yeshivah in England or
Israel has also risen phenomenally.
And we have seen a remarkable
professionalisation
of
Jewish
education, especially but not only in
the Progressive sector.
Nevertheless, the overall picture is
not as rosy as it may seem. The vast

maj ority of Jewish men in this country
have had no formal Jewish education
since their Bar-Mitzvah, and the
women even less, and therefore go
through life, so far as their understanding of Judaism is concerned, with the
mental maturity of a twelve-year-old.
The Jewish day schools have so far
produced very disappointing results in
temis of the Jewish commitment of
their alumni. According to Lionel
Kochan, they `do not seem to have
justified the effort' (Z7ze Jewz.s% jze7?-

aissance and its Discontents,
Manchester University Press, 1992,
p. 80; see also Wasserstein, p.276).

The Yeshivot produce a good
knowledge of Talmud but little else;
certainly no knowledge of Jewish
history or philosophy. To some extent
they have even displaced the academic
study of Judaism. Fewer and fewer
rabbis of the United Synagogue, let
alone of the Far Right of the
Community, have a university degree.
The number of university chairs and
lectureships in Jewish studies is
abysmally small; the Oxford Centre for
Hebrew and Jewish Studies is a rare
exception.
The general lack of respect for Jewish learning, which was the main
charge of Solomon Schechter's Epistles to the Jews of England, is .still
pervasive, and the most disgraceful
evidence of that is the treatment accorded to Rabbi Dr Louis Jacobs. In
the depth and breadth of his Jewish
leaning, traditional and modem, he
has towered like a colossus over all
other rabbis in this country, from the
most orthodox to the most lfoeral, including Chief Rabbis, for the last forty
years. Yet he has been ostracised or
ignored by all sections of the Community except his own Masorti movement
andtheProgressives.Isometimeswonder whether a community which treats
amodemMaimonidesinthatwayeven
des'erves to survive.

The general lack of respect f;or Jewish learring,
which was the main charge Of Solomon Schechier 's
Epistles to the Je:ws Of England, is still pervasive,
cnd, the most disgracoful evidence Of that is the
treatmehi accorded to Rabbi Dr Loiris Jacobs.

There is also a question to be asked
about the content of Jewish education.
For most of it, outside the universities,
ignores modem scholarship. Much of
it stuffs the heads of its clientele with
notions - for instance, about the
composition of the Bible - which, in
the academic world, have been known
forabouttwohundredyearstobefalse.
Therefore much Jewish education is,
from an academic point of view,,
diseducation.
More generally, it seems to me that
much that passes for Jewish culture in
our Community is a mixture of
s chmaltz , bub ameis s es trndyiddisJkeit.
Therefore Jewish education in Britain needs to be thoroughly overhauled
in content as well as method before it
is likely to make a positive impact on
Anglo-Jewry's chances of long-temi
survival.
h any case, knowledge of Judaism
is one thing, belief in it another. Now
Judaism is a culture which comprises
many things besides religion.
Nevertheless it is ers'e73#.CZJ/y a religious

culture, and without the religious core
to hold it together, I don't think it has
any chance of long-term survival,
except perhaps in Israel. But to say that
is to recognise the most fundamental
of all the causes of the decline of the
Jewish
Diaspora,
which
is
s'ec#Zczrz.s'czfz.o7e. We live in an age that is

unconducive to religious faith.
Now in former times that would not
have mattered so much. For in the
Ghetto the coercive powers of the
rabbinic courts together with the social
pressures of the community were more
than sufficient to keep Jews within the
fold. But today the rabbinic courts have
no power, and the social pressures

upon the individual Jew, far from
favouring Jewish identity, represent a
constant pressure to abandon it. And
although that has now been the case
for a number of generations, ever since
the Emancipation, it is only recently
that the full effects of it began to be
felt. I think the 1960s were a tuningpoint in that respect.

In the contemporary Diaspora it is
easy to be a Jew, but it is even easier to
cease to be a Jew. Identification with
the Jewish community has become, as
never before, a free choice; and it is a
choice which, in the long run, Jews
will not make unless they believe
strongly in Judaism.
Given the combination of these two
facts - that we live in a secular age,
andthatbelongingtotheJewishpeople
has become voluntary - it could even
be argued that, instead of bemoaning
the numerical decline of Anglo-Jewry,
we should be pleasantly surprised that
it has stood up as well as it has. But
however, that may be, if we wish our
Community to survive, it is now
crucially important that the Judaism
we affim and seek to transmit should
be a I)eJz.ei;CZZ)/e Judaism.

For some, who are tnrty Orthodox,
traditional Judaism satisfies that condition. According to them, Judaism has
nothing significant to learn from modemity; it can and should be carried on
more or less exactly as it was before
the Emancipation. That is an entirely
honourable position, and it seems to
work. For the truly Orthodox tend to
have large families and few dropouts,

and are therefore reproducing theirselves, and even growing, although at
the cost of a large measure of social as
well as cultural isolation from the society around them. Therefore, when
Bemard Wasserstein writes, `Here and
there pockets of ultra-orthodox Jews,
clinging to the tenets of the faith, will
no doubt survive - a picturesque remnant like the Amish of Pennsylvania'
to. vii), I am inclined to agree, and
even to think that the pockets may remain quite substantial for an indefinite
time to come.
But most British Jews are not Orthodox in that sense. They do accept
modernity, to a large extent, in theory
as well as in practice. To give only two
examples, the vast majority of them do
7eof believe in the restoration of the
Temple and its sacrifices, althctugh that
is one of the major themes of the tradi-

tional Jewish liturgy, and they do 73of
believe that it is right to discriminate
against women in synagogue worship
or matrimonial law. Therefore, in so
far as they nevertheless belong to orthodox synagogues, they support
outwardlyasystemtowhich,inwardly,
they do not subscribe.
This phenomenon, which pervades

so much of Anglo-Jewry - whether
you call it loyalty or lethargy or
hypocrisyorjustmisaffiliation-seems
to me a very serious matter. For such a
creaking discord between profession
and conviction cannot but have a
corrosive effect on Jewish self-respect,
and Jewish self-respect is an
indispensable conditiori of Jewish
survival.

not believe in Judaism, or at least not
in its religious core, which alone gives
it abiding value and provides a basis
on which it could make a worthwhile
contribution to British society.
Secondly, the Zionists. Of course we
are all Zionists in the sense that we
support the State of Israel. But here I
amreferringtothosewhoseZionismis
the very centre, or even the totality, of
their Jewish identity. Many of them
will, naturally, make j4Jz.}/cz% sooner or

later. But even those who do not are
likely to be influenced by the classical
Zionist doctrine that only in Israel is a
full Jewish life possible, and that Jewish life in the Diaspora is therefore
inferior, unsatisfactory and impermanent. Such people cannot be expected

For the truly Orthodox tend to have large

f amtlies and f aw dropouts, and are theref ore
reprodecing themselves , and even growing,
although at the cost Of a large measure Of
socj,al as well as cultural isolation from the
society around them.

conducted in relative isolation from the
surrounding society and takes place
only, as it were, by accident on British
soil. Therefore they, too, thouch they
may make great contributions to the
national life of this country, as many of
them have done, do not characteristically feel that their Jewishness has any
significantbearingontheirBritishness.
Progressive Judaism, whatever its
weaknesses may be, is strong in this
area. It rejects the traditional eschatology, which includes the Ingathering
of the Exiles. It believes in the possibility, the desirability, and the
permanence of Jewisb life in the
Diaspora. It has always taught that
Judaism is a universal religion which
addresses itself not only to the Jewish
people, but to humanity. It endorses
the prophecy of the Second Isaiah, `It
is too small a task that you should be
My servant only to raise up the tribes
of Jacob and the survivors of Israel; I
will make you a light to the nations,
that My salvation may reach to the
end of the world' (Isa. 49:6). It warms
to the teaching of the Talmudic Rabbi
who said, `God exiled Israel among
the nations only so that proselytes
should join them' Q'es. 87b). It has
pioneered the movement known as
outreach. And it has long emphasised
what used to be called ` Social Action'
and is nowadays more commonly referred to as rz.#fa#7t OJcz777 (literally,

`repairing the world'). It is therefore

Therefore my hope and expectation
is that what is happening already will
continue to happen: that the Jews of
Britain will increasingly make up their
minds where they truly belong - either
in the Orthodox camp, which defies
modemity, or in the Progressive camp,
which seeks to come to terms with
modernity. But I believe, that for a
long time to come there will be
varieties of each of these options; and I
hope that the resultant polarisation,
which to my mind is desirable as well
as inevitable, will not lead to greater
dissension but that the two camps will
learn to live together in harmony and
co-operation.
Given all the cJesz.de7.¢£cz I have

mentioned, I believe that Anglo-Jewry
will survive through the twenty-first
century and beyond. But it will not
grow, or attain its full potential, unless
it believes in the British as well as the
Jewish component of its hyphenated
name; that is to say, unless it believes
that Judaism has an important role to
play in Britain. And here, I submit, two
groups are at a disadvantage.
First, the secular, because they do

to have much faith in the long-term
future of Anglo-Jewry. Of course,like
the secular, they may make great contributions to British society - many of
them do - but they are not likely to
think of British Jewry as called upon to
make a specifically Jewish contribu-

well placed to provide a rationale for
Jewish continuity in Britain, as in the
Diaspora generally.
Isaiah made a famous pun when he
said, im I.o ta'aninu ki lo te'amerm,
`If you do not believe, you will not be

tion.

corollary is that if we do believe, we
shall endure. And that, in a nutshell, is
my answer to the question whether
Anglo-Jewry has a future. If we
believe in both parts of that
conjunction; if we believe in Judaism
and that Judaism has a significant role
to play in Britaln; if we see it as an
important part of our task to help `to
build Jerusalem in England's green
and pleasant land'; then we shall
regain our self-respect and our selfconfidence as a community, and we

With respect to the Orthodox, the
position is more complex. On the one
hand, they too regard the Diaspora as
impermanent, since they pray daily for
the Ingathering of the Exiles. On the

other hand, they think of the
Ingathering as an event of the
eschatological future. Therefore they
may believe that, meanwhile, Judaism
has a contribution to make to the society in which they live. Certainly that
was the view taken by Lord Jakobovits
when he was Chief Rabbi, as it is the
view of his successor, and it is greatly
to their credit.
Nevertheless, they have been somewhat exceptional. On the whole,
OrthodoxJewstendtobeparticularists
rather than universalists. They tend to
be preoccupied with the religious life
of their own communities, which is

established' (Isa. 7:9). The positive

shall survive I

RABBI JOHN D. RAYNER, CBE z.s' Ho#.
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Just as interesting is the narrative of
Vermes's intellectual progress in
Jewish studies. He made his mark in
three separate areas, Dead Sea Scrolls,
Midrash and New Testament studies.
In all three areas he claims pioneering
achievements. He was the first to
suggest the Essene theory of the
Qumran sect. He was the first to apply
a historical method to the study of
midrashic motifs, though here his
claim is more open to challenge. He
even claims to have been the first to
write a book about the historical Jesus.
Here he seems to forget a host of
predecessors,
beginning
with
Reimarus and Strauss. If he is referring
to the application of rabbinic data to
the study of Jesus, he was anticipated
here, too, by Joseph Klausner, Israel
Abrahams, Claude Montefiore and
others.

In the development of Dead Sea
Scrolls studies, Vermes has played a

LIVEljY TALES 0F
DEAD SEA SCROLLS
Hyam Maccoby
PROVIDENTIAL ACCIDENTS :
AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY

by Geza Vemes, SCM Press,
London 1998, pp248, £19.95

Geza Vermes reads at times like

THE aAUTOBIOGRAPHY
picaresque novel, whereOF
the
hero appears in many varied guises and
venues and old acquaintances turn up
in unexpected incidents. A childhood
in Hungary, where his parents
converted to Catholicism but his
grandparents retained their pious
Orthodox Judaism. There followed his
decision to enter the priesthood, more,
it seems, in pursuit of leaming than of
religious vocation, escapes from Nazi
Jew-hunters across barred frontiers,
refuge in France in the movement of
the Fathers of Sion, where he found
kindred spirits - Jewish converts to
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Catholicism working on Jewish topics
and for the cause of Jewish-Christian
understanding. He shared in the
excitement of the early discoveries of
the Dead Sea Scrolls and visited Israel.
Next came an invitation to England
that culminated in a passionate loveaffair and exit from the Catholic
Church, his appointment to a
lectureship in Newcastle, the first step
in a spectacular academic ascent which
led to the highest honours in Oxford
University. He returned to a noninstitutional form of Judaism and
gained honours in the Jewish
community. Dr Vermes tells the story
in a tone of hushed awe, hardly
believing the extent of his own success.
It was all, he tells us, a series of

providential accidents - yet, as his
account makes plain, there was also a
great deal of careful planning.

judicious role as a dampener of rash
enthusiasms. The great question has
been whether the Dead Sea Scrolls
sect had an important relationship to
Christianity and here vermes ' s consistent and correct message has been that
the relationship is peripheral. Claims
by John Allegro and later Robert
Eisenman that the Scrolls contain
material directly bearing on Christian
history or doctrine have been discounted by Vermes. Such relationships as
exist provide no more data than were
already known from the Pseudepigraphic literature i.e. apocalyptic
hopes, the dualism of the cosmic battle between Good and Evil and conflict
with official priestly authority. Readings of passages in the Scrolls as
providing more direct links, like the
belief in the death ofa divine Messiah,
are simply misreadings.
On the other hand, Vermes has
played an unduly conservative role in
resisting the questioners of the Essene
theory, Nomian Golb and Lawrence
Schiffroan. Some of the orthodoxies
of the founding fathers of Scrolls
scholarship, including Vermes, are
now looking precarious. Even the belief that the archaeological site of
Qumran, near the caves, is where the
sect lived and wrote the Scrolls now
looks questionable. Vermes has given
way to the extent of admitting that
many of the Scrolls do not belong to
any single sect and that the sect itself
shows some affinities to the Sadducees
rather than the Essenes. But he has not
yet tackled the basic problem of the
Copper Scroll, though he has at last
included a translation of it in his
Fourth Edition of 7172e Decrc7 Sea
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Scrolls in English. I fa.ncy that this
amazing scroll, which was found so
embarrassing that it was consigned by
leading proponents of the Essene
theory to the realm of fiction, will
prove crucial in further theorising
about the motivations of those who
hid the Scrolls. Who made this
enormously expensive inventory of
Temple treasures, with detailed indications of where they had been buried
and hid it in a cave full of literary
treasures?

objection to this was and is, that
Hanina ben Dosa was a Pharisee, as
well as being a Hasid. He was a
particular friend of Yohanan ben
Zakkai, one of the Pharisee leaders
and later the architect of the survival
of Judaism in Pharisaic form. Vermes
seeks to contrast the Pharisees with
the Hasidim in various illegitimate
ways, including some startling errors
in Talmudic interpretation. For example, he confuses the Hasidic disregard
for hygienic precautions with a con-

What I mainly fiound to criticise in Vermes 's
book was that i,i did nothing to combat the Ne:w
Testanent's hostile portrayal Of the Pharisees
as narrow legalists and murderous kypocrites.
On the question of the historical
Jesus, I have myself come into conflict with some ofvermes's views. He
describes the enthusiastic reception of
his book Jeszts Zfec t/ew, but also recalls that there were some dissenters.
He writes, "A Jewish critic, violently
resenting my refusal to classify Jesus

as a Pharisee, put me among the antiSemites." I think that I recognise here
a caricature of my own review in the
/ewz'sfe g#czrfer/)/ of Vermes's book.
At any rate, I do not recall that any
other Jewish critic saw much wrong
with ./esws Zfee Jew. Most were so

ecstatic about the title that they did
not look further. What I mainly found
to criticise in Vermes's book was that
it did nothing to combat the New Testament's hostile portrayal of the
Pharisees as narrow legalists and
murderous hypocrites. Previous writers, like Travers Her ford, George
Foot Moore and Paul Winter, whom
Vermes claims as a special friend and
to whom he dedicated /eLs'#s ffee Jcw,
all combat this image and regarded the
defence of the Pharisees as an essential move in the deconstruction of
antisemitism. Later, E.P Sanders gave
distinguished support to the defence
of the Pharisees.
Vermes, however, actually reinforced the negative image of the
Pharisees, by contrasting them sharply
with the Hasidim. Jesus, he urged, was
one of the Hasidim. He drew a special
parallel between Jesus and Hanina ben
Dosa, while making the reservation
that Jesus was "incomparably superior" to the other Hasidim. My
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tempt for ritual purity, about which
they were, in fact, punctilious. He
wrote that Hanina ben Dosa "flouted
Biblical law" by handling the corpse
of the scorpion or snake who bit him
and bringing it into the synagogue.
This is the basic mistake, found very
commonly in the works of Christian
writers, of thinking that impurity is
sinful. There is in fact no biblical or
even rabbinic law forbidding the incurring of ritual impurity, except that
a priest is forbidden to incur corpseimpurity except in emergencies.
What is forbidden is to enter the Temple or touch holy food without
purification from impurity. The synagogue, unlike the Temple, is not
forbidden to persons in a state of impurity.
I have never disagreed with
Vermes that Jesus should be reckoned among the Hasidim, but this
does not put Jesus outside the ranks
of the Pharisees. Rather does it put
him among a group of specially dedicated and revered Pharisees. I gave
expression to my own view on Jesus

Vermes has thus never been able to
explain convincingly why Jesus met
his end on a Roman cross. It is so
well understood nowadays that the
temi "messiah" is, in context, a po1itical, kingly title, that all those who

cling to the traditional image of Jesus
as an other-worldly pacifist are constrained to deny that he ever made
messianic claims.
On the other hand, some writers,
notably John Dominic Crossan, who
have taken their cue from Vermes in
seeing Jesus as a radical wandering
thinker, have added a political dimension accounting for his crucifixion.
In this new scenario, in which Jesus
is the leader of a peasant revolt, the
Pharisees remain Jesus' enemies implacable establishment figures opposed to peasant values. This is the
opposite of the historical truth, for
the Pharisees were the party of the

people and many of them came from
a peasant background.
Vermes wrote a long and very hostile review oF Revolution in Judaea in
the Times Literary Supplement.
Urged on by Meir Gertner, my friend
and Leo Baeck College colleague, I
sent a reply to the TLS. The result
was a correspondence lasting several
weeks during May and June, 1974.
Apart from strictly scholarly considerations, there is great interest in
Vermes's account of the part he

played in the politics of the Dead Sea
Scrolls and their eventual release
from a small coterie of scholars to the
world of scholarship in general.
Vermes protested vigorously about
what he called the "scandal" of the
Dead Sea Scrolls, the fact that their
publication was proceeding at a painfully slow pace because the editing
was confined to a small group of
scholars and their proteg6s. Others
who protested about this were Norman Golb, Robert Eisenman and
Hershel Shanks, the editor of the Bz.Z)lical Archaeology Review.

Great publicity, however, was
given to what appeared to be a breakthrough engineered by Geza Vermes

in my book, jiei;o/#Zz.o# I.# /c/c7ecz, pub-

in 1990. A complete set of photo-

lished in the same year as /esct,s /fee
Jew (1973). Here I portrayed Jesus as
a religio-political figure, seeking to
ascend the throne of his ancestors
David and Solomon, in order to liberate his fellow-Jews, like Moses, from
their enslavers. Vermes has never felt
able to acknowledge that Jesus had
any activist aspect. He sees Jesus as a
kind of existentialist philosopher,
who was far above politics and never
even claimed to be the Messiah.

graphs of the unpublished Scrolls was
given
intoProject"
the keeping
new
"Qumran
set upofinthe
Oxford
under Vermes's direction. 7lfee rz.77zes

celebrated this as a new era. Involved,
too, in the new dispensation was a
large sum of money raised for the
Israel Antiquities Authority from the
Wolfson Foundation through the mediation of vermes and his colleagues.
It transpired, however, that the phoContinued on next page
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tographs could not be consulted by
scholars except by permission of the
central authority in Israel, under the
direction of John Strugnell and later
of Emanuel Tov, which was thus continuing its stranglehold. Golb accused
Vermes of making a deal by which he

personally was made editor of some
coveted Scroll unpublished material,
while the documents remained inaccessible. To this Vermes replied that
Golb was welcome to inspect the rnaterial for which he, Vermes, had been
made personally responsible as editor. But this comprised only a small
amount of the photographic material
which was now in the hands of the
Oxford Centre.
Vermes now explains this situation
by saying (p.197) that the unsatisfactory arrangement by which
inaccessible photographs were to be
deposited at Oxford was made, "unknown to me", by David Patterson
and Alan Crown in August 1989. This
is an interesting explanation, but one
wonders how control of the negotiations, hitherto firmly in Vermes's
hands, slipped out of them at the crucial moment. An alternative version
of the salient events may be found in
Norman Golb's book, 777zo Wroze ffoc

Dead Sea Scrolls? (LondorL, 1995),
pp.222-47.

In any case, the situation now
changed dramatically in a way that
Vermes had not foreseen. The full
texts of the unpublished documents
were released unofficially and in the
opinion of the Israel authorities, illegally in America through computer
reconstruction of a concordance and
through the release of photographs
held by the Huntington Library. This
release led to the capitulation of the
Israel authority and the full availability of the remaining Scrolls.
Whatever deal Vermes made became
out of date and he professes himself
delighted at the turn of events that
finally accomplished the full release
of the documents.
Whether one is interested in an
unusual life, or in the history of Jewish studies in various fields, or in the
murky negotiations leading to the
release of the Scrolls to the world,
this is a book that is worthy of full

attention .
HYAM MACCOBY was bor# I.# Sz/#der/czHcZ
in 1924. One Of British Jewry's outstanding

scholars and Emeritus Fellow of Leo Baeck
College, he is the author of numerous books
including Revolution in ludaea. and the stage
p/cz)/, The Disputation. f7j.s Hew book Ritual

Purity in ]ndaism, will be published by the
Cambridge University Press in 1998.
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Friday the 15th May 1998 was to

I DIDN'T
THEN
BUT
be one KNOW
of thoseIT
nights
I would
never forget. It wasn't until Friday
night four weeks later that I began to
realise the consequences.
All that day the weather had been
grey in the Mediterranean. Mike and I
had been sailing for the whole
afternoon and all we could see was a
dull, marble sky fading into a cold,
colourless sea. It was not a good time
for my flrst night sail. To add to our
nervousness,
the
forecast
was
ominously bad with a prediction for
winds from the wrong direction, force
six to seven.
As the sky slowly darkened we laid
out our sparse safety equipment, two
flares and a torch, alongside the
handheld GPS, the most amazing piece
of navigational gear I have ever seen,
the size of a mobile phone. We had no
VHF radio and only a 2hp outboard
engine. The navigational lights were

tuned off to save power.
To port, the shore was clear with

groups of orange lights scattered along
the coast. Behind us Parga shone
brightly and for 180 degrees all I could
see was a few meters of sea and then
fog. I was absolutely petrified. Every
two minutes we checked for other
boats, squinting through the haze to
spot their lights. I had an uureasonable
fear that out of nowhere a ship the size
of the Titanic would emerge from the
fog and run us over. In a few days the
locals would find bits of arms washed
up on the beach and mutter to them-

SEA CHANGE
Julia Frankl
selves about the "mallakah tourists",
reminding each other of stories about
an old ghost ship that is only seen on
foggy Friday nights when the wind
blows South East and the local school
serves fish fingers for lunch...
The only sound was the motor and
the fizzing of plankton reacting with
the boat. I sometimes caught a glimpse
of the phosphorous light out of the
comer of my eye and jumped thinking
it was a nearby boat. We ate dinner in
the dark and drank hot sweet tea before
adding several layers of clothing as the
wind began to build up. The sails were
raised but we continued to motor,
taking turns at the helm. Every time I
took the tiller and Mike went into the
cabin to check our course a wave of

panic would start to build up in me.
Although he had only moved a few
feet away from me I suddenly felt
completely alone and open to any fate
the sea willed, with no more control
over my destiny than a leaf carried on
the wind.
I was becoming colder and colder
and scrunched up on deck I realised I
had been humming for some time. To
my surprise the tune was Eli Eli - a
prayer of hope and simplicity. It struck
me again how expressive the Hebrew
was, each line sounding like the natural
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occurrence it was describing. We Were
more alone than I have ever been
before, with the sure knowledge that
there was no one within miles of us.
There was only the sand and sea, the
rushing of the water, the crashing of
the heavens and our prayers. Looking
into the close fog bought on a pressing
feeling of claustrophobia and for the
first time that night Mike voiced what
had been on our minds. God. Mike is
the original atheist and I have doubted
the existence of a higher being for
several years. But that night we were
both hoping that something was out
there looking over us, and that fate was

going to be on our side. I thought that
people only believed in God because it
was easier than having to prove
scientifically why an event occurs, and
because it is easier to blame God for a
tragedy than to accept loss, and the
personal guilt that accompanies it.
Maybe I am too cynical and
inexperienced in life, my beliefs
having developed from a protected and
sheltered background where I have
never known real loss or suffering. Yet
in the middle of the dark ocean, two

paradoxical teenagers reconfirmed an
age old need to believe in an immortal
entity to guide and protect us through
the night.
Around 1.00am I fell asleep and
woke up as the engine cut out. The
wind had reached force four and we
were officially sailing. Everything was
suddenly much more peaceful and the
fog was slowly lifting so I could see
the horizon line. With a burst of energy
I sat up and glanced round. The wind
was steadily becoming stronger and it
started gently to rain which continued
piecemeal throughout the night. I
took the helm while Mike changed

break and snap our heads round in
the direction of the noise to catch a
glimpse of their fins dipping back
into the water with a quiet huff as
they breathed. The cold and
dampness forgotten, we both stood
awestruck as they swam off the bow
and alongside before getting bored
and leaving us behind - a slow white
animal who didn't want to play.
One of us made a revitalising cup
of tea and we smacked on pumpkin

see the channel into the harbour at
six and although I was desperate to
see the sunrise I kept falling asleep
and banging my head on the hatch. I
went inside and stripped off layers
of damp salty clothes before
literally crashing out. I woke briefly
when Mike anchored in the marina
and we both made vague promises
to be awake by twelve.
Four weeks later I was -back in the

seeds, all our biscuits finished. The

other members of the cominunity.
As a former religion school teacher
I became involved in a conversation with people who had hated

warm drink sparked another conversation. Mike began telling me when
he had children he would bring them
up on the boat, educate them on the
boat and have them whipping and
splicing as soon as they could say
Genoa. My instant reaction was how

unfair it would be to prevent children
from experiencing life on land, in a

permanent home with an education
that gives the chance to have a range
of future lifestyles. Mike argued
that having tried out both lifestyles
he had come to the decision that
sailing was the best by far, so why
make his children try a way of living that was unsatisfactory for him?
I replied with the statement that it is
presumptuous to claim one way of
life is better than another, and he
could no more predict what lifestyle
would fulfil his children than he
could predict the winner of the
Grand National in the year 2000.`
Mike remained thoroughly unconvinced. He has been sailing around
the Greek islands for two years, has
no intention of returning to his
homeland, Russia, and will probably spend the rest of his life
travelling. This attitude is so far removed from my background that I

Tire put on the navigcdion lights and foashed the
torch on the sails every few ryinutes while the
fishermen changed their course f;or us.
the

foresail

and

checked

our

position. Time had become obsolete

and I felt big chunks of the`night
had been removed when I tried to
remember them. I guess we had sat
for hours in silence, just watching.
Some time later the clouds broke
up a little and a patch of water shone
with the moon's reflection. All of a
sudden we were surrounded by a
school of dolphins playing with the
silent boat cutting through the
waves. They slowed down to swim
alongside us. We would hear a wave
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felt small and insignificant and
wondered who I was to try and tell
someone else how to live their life.
The moon finally made a break for
freedom and lit up our path before the
rain made a comeback, but slowly the
sky was becoming lighter and by five
we could not only see the lights at our
destination but also the fishing boats

going to work. We put on the
navigation lights and flashed the
torch on the sails every few minutes
while the fishermen changed their
course for us. It was light enough to

UK and at a cfeczv#rczfe supper with

going to religion school and yet
were putting their children through
the same experiences. One person
completely denied any involvement

with the community apart from paying membership fees but still sent
his children, sometimes kicking and
sometimes screaming, to religion
school. We came to the conclusion
that parents still gave their children
a Jewish education to give them a
choice in life. A choice to be Jewish. A choice to be part of a Jewish
community. A choice to pray collectively or, like me, to develop my
spirituality alone and isolated. A
choice to be with people who care
about you and support you because

you have a shared background and
roots. This, I realised, was the flaw
in Mike',s argument. His children
would have no choice if they only
experience one way .of life. Of
course, children do not follow all
their parents' choices - I have chosen not to drive and not to eat meat
which are both major lifestyle
changes. I also choose not to pray in
services. My community calling is a

different one, through education and
entertainment. I hope that when the
time comes, I will make choices that
will lead me and the people around
me into happiness, however it is defined in each individual person.
My God, My God, I pray that
these things never end
The sand and the sea
The rush of the water
The crash of the heavens
The prayer of man
My prayer is simple. I pray that
there will always be the freedom to

choose I
JULIA FRANKL I.a cr me7#ber o/ F!.#cfe/e)/
Reform Synagogue. She finished her `A' levels
in June 1996 and spent her time since working
and travelling, including six months in India
and two months in Greece. In October 1998

she will begin studying for a degree in drama
and education.
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RABBIS -VISION
AND REALITY
In mid 1996, MA:ITNA contacted six
women and men about to receive

se;rn:ikhch, rabbinic ordination, f rom the
Leo Baeck College in London. They were
Tirzah Ben-David, Gabriel Fahri, Mark
Goldsmith, Maurice Michaels , Deborch
Myers-Weinstein and Dr. Michael Shire.
We asked each to pen a few lines about
how they felt, about their hopes and
expectations. These notes were sofely
stored c[way until this summer. In June we
went back to the six of them and asked
them each to write a second piece
describing what they are now doing and
the extent to which it matches up to the
expectations Of 1996.

`doing', but more than that, it is the
suspicion that in some way the latter
may compromise the former, that the
exigencies of the rabbinic role, like any
role, sometimes force us to `play safe'.
This may seem a somewhat selfish
concern. But for me, living with that
dichotomy, and somehow achieving a
balance within it, will determine what
kind of rabbi I am and what my
contribution to the Jewish world will

surrounding communities here in the
north.

In the meantime, I consider myself
astoundingly lucky. Kibbutz is not for
everyone, but I love the intimacy
and the informality and the
interconnectedness of every aspect of
my life here: discussing the Rambam

be.

(Maimonides) with someone while
helping them find their clean underwear just might open up a whole new
area of rabbinic expertise I

I suspect that my rabbinic career will
not be a very conventional one - going
to Israel practically guarantees that. In
some ways this is problematic,
involving as it does other peoples'
expectations. Ultimately, though, I find

TIRZAH BEN DAVID was bor# cz#d browgfe/
up in Britain. She read English at Cambridge
and entered Leo Baeck College in 1992. She is
married to a kibbutznLk and has one son. She
lives on Kibbutz Kfar Hanassi.

it liberating. To call Israel a challenge
for a female Progressive rabbi is to
exceed the bounds of understatement.
Whatever I do there is likely to be
unlikely. Can I translate myself,
literally, into a different and often
hostile Jewish culture? I just have to
keep imagining seven impossible
things before breakfast. . .

WO YEARS IN ISRAEL CAN
feel like a decade anywhere

TUNICORN

TENSION

Tirzah Ben-D avid

T:a:s:aifnp;sx¥Lc:aoT:E:;:iTr:nf
many-faceted as the rabbinate is a
daunting task at the best of times. To
try to do so when planning a new life
cz77cZ a new rabbinic career in Israel,

feels well-nigh impossible. But I will
try.

Throughout my five years at Leo
Baeck I have been aware of a tension,
almost a dichotomy, between the
`inner' life of spiritual and intellectual
quest and the outer, public persona,
which carries the obligation of
leadership and public service to the
Jewish community. It is essentially the
difference between `being' and
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else. Nothing gets taken for
granted, everything has to be proved
again from scratch. It has been as
terrifying as I thought it would be, but
ultimately as liberating as well.
Being the `Rabbi of Kibbutz Kfar
Hanassi' is like being a unicorn -you
have to re-imagine yourself everyday
and in a foreign language. It may have
a certain novelty value. `Tuesday, the
rabbi folded laundry' -my `real' job is
rurming the kibbutz clothing store. The

problem of creating a rabbinic identity
in such an unlikely setting is
formidable. Nobody asked me to be a
rabbi in Israel and Kfar Hanassi
certainly did not need one. Coming to
Israel was not a `career move'. But it
feels like a destiny. I belong here.
And gradually, in a rather strange
but satisfying way, I have become the
Rabbi of Kfar Hanassi, if only in a

part-time and somewhat ad hoc
manner. I run a well-attended Bible
study group once a week, Kabbalat
Shabbat in the communal dining room
every Friday evening and a Saturday
moming service once a month, as well
as Bar Mitzvahs for both kibbutz and
non-kibbutz families. Which isn't bad
for a community that considers itself
entirely secular. Getting my Hebrew
up to scratch has been a major priority
to enable me to reach out into the

EDUCATION

Gabriel Farhi
me

both

demanding

and

T0 BEchallenging.
A RABBIAfter
SEEMS
TO
five years'
studying at the Leo Baeck College I
still have the same question: What
should a rabbi look like? I have not
been taught the way I should look as a
rabbi. Rather, I have been taught by
my masters how Gabriel Farhi could
be a rabbi. My own expectations are to
be myself through the rabbinate.
During my internship at the West
London Synagogue, I had the chance
to work with Rabbi Jackie Tabick.
Often I thought "I should do the same",
"I should answer the same way"...I do
realise that if I do so, I will be a good
Rabbi Tabick disciple but I will not be
a good Rabbi Farhi.
The function that I do most value in
the rabbinate is education. I do not
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mean only teaching but also
education. People would expect a
rabbi not to be too directive but enough
to guide them as Jews in their daily
life. Indeed, that appears to me to be
the most difficult combination I will
have to deal with. When every
Shabbat, in my synagogue, I see over
300 people attending the service, I
imagine over 300 reasons why they
come. My duty will now be to
understand these reasons and to be able
to respond to them.
French Jewry is sadly known as being very orthodox. The Consistoire United Synagogues - tries to bring
French Jewry, hopefully unsuccessfully, into orthodoxy. I want to prove
that Progressive Judaism must be respected as being one of the ways to be
a Jew, I want to convince my
congregants that they should not be
ashamed, nor over proud to be Progressive. Above all they are Jews who
want to give a religious dimension to
their lives and I will support them.

about education and teaching. That
may be true, but not at congregant
level. It is very patient and meticulous

work. It takes time, but I have time .
GABRIEL FARHI was borj7 i.# FrczHce, fAe
son of a distinguished Liberal rabbi. He entered
Leo Baeck College in 1990 and, as with most
rabbinic gradeates Of LBC, obtained an MA in
Hebrew and Jewish studies as well as
semikhah. Gabriel is married with two
children. He works alongside his fatJ.er for the
Movement Juif Liberal de France, in Paris.

years, only two years. Anyway, by rereading this article I realised how naive
was my expectation of the rabbinate
and my understanding of it. Working
day by day in my congregation I can
now appreciate my role as a rabbi.
Being a rabbi here in Paris, is
exciting. I can see the extent of the
task: birth, b72ez. 77%./zi/czfe, weddings,

funerals,
services,
lectures,
meetings...all the dimensions of life
cycle are covered. It seems, sometimes,

that in my own way, I become part of
my congregants' families. They have
their doctor and they have their rabbi.
I also have a great opportunity in
working with my father, Rabbi Daniel
Farhi, rczbz. morz. (my master, my

teacher). Not only is he a colleague,
not only is he the Senior Rabbi but, he
is also my master, the one I can refer to
daily. For me it is most important as I
have this feeling that progressive
rabbis in continental Europe are very
isolated.

Two years is too short a period to
assess one's work and to draw up a
statement. I can only see where I stand
now. I do enjoy what I am doing but I
have also had disappointments. I have
learned not to "idealise" my function
as a rabbi. It appears to be very difficult
to be humble being a rabbi.
My expectations have changed in
two years. I was speaking expansively
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statement in Avot 2: 16: "You are not
required to complete the task, but
neither are you at liberty to abstain
from it".

CYCLES
demanding work have passed

of OF
it fulfilling
my
TWO-most
YEARS
IIARI) AND

PATIENCE

R:A::otB::::stohaTg:artz::e:I:;wE::t:

my rabbinate I feel as if I am only at
the foot of a steep mountain, possibly
inadequately equipped for the climb,
but I take as my motto Rabbi Tarfon's

MEANING

Mark Goldsmith

expectations of what life as a rabbi
would be like. I feel that I have been
true to Rabbi Tarfon's statement - I
have not abstained from the task but
neither have I completed much. Rather,
my work has been driven by a number
of cycles. There is the cycle of the
Jewish year requiring from me
creativity in helping to make our
festivals real in the lives of my
congregants. There is the cycle of the
Jewish week which inevitably focuses
on preparing for Shabbat services and
our Cfeec7er on Sunday. There is the
cycle of Jewish life where I have been
involved in baby namings, B#ez.Mitzvah, Kabbalat Torah cctedlations,
weddings and funerals. I have gained
enormous satisfaction when I feel that
I have done a good job for my
congregants both publicly
and
pastorally.
These cycles, whilst somewhat re-

a rabbi since I was a young boy. I
I HAVE
WANTED
TO
BECOME
took the
plunge and
applied
to the
Leo Baeck College in my mid twenties

and my hopes for my rabbinate have
not changed much since then. I want
to help our Jewish religion develop as
a route through which the world might
be made a better place. For me this
means that I want to help people to
find an invigorating base in
Progressive Judaism on which they
can build their care for others, their
enquiry into the deeper meaning of
life and the will of God, and their link
with a tradition which has always
aimed to transcend the world as it
presently is.

Lofty aims indeed - and probably a
little naive. But how am I going to
make a start? I will need to teach
adults as well as children. I will need
to develop a long temi vision for the
synagogue in which I will work. I will
need to listen to my congregants and
take their ideas forward rather than
working as if I am the only source of
new ideas. I will need to develop my
spiritual side in order to avoid
becoming concerned only with the
detail of congregational life. As I start

lentless in our medium sized
congregation, have been a straightforward aspect of my work. It is the
"straight lines" that are tougher. In-

creasing the membership of our
congregation has come reasonably
easy but I have not yet found a really
effective way to encourage our
members to join our core of volunteers for the various activities and
committees of our congregation. I
have not succeeded in leading the
congregation into effective social
action beyond the projects which
were already in existence when I arrived. I also still feel unreasonably
guilty about dedicating time to my
own study or spiritual growth when I
balance that time against work for
the congregation in general. In these
``straight line" areas I feel the need

for more experience and confidence.
I suspect that the only way of gaining this is spending many more years

in the rabbinate I
MARK GOLDSMITH I.a cz# E#g/I.sfemcz# wz.fA

a degree from Manchester University. He
entered LBC in 1990 and is married with a
daughter. In 1996 he became rabbi of
Woodf;ord Progressive Synagogue, London.

Contirmed on next page
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HIGHLIGHTS

continuing involvement with Leo
Baeck College I

Le4T=:oun:s:#Ta:s;ess::RiYb:s:::s!
consecrations, 6 baby blessings, 38
B'Nei Mitzvah, 18 weddings, and

meetings without number.
So what have been the highlights?
•

Pastoral visits, especially to the

sick and elderly, showed the
amount of loneliness and isolation
that some members feel. This led

MAURICE MICHAELS feczd a# exfre"e/}J
successful career as a manager in industry
which he combined with voluntary work. He
was, variously, Chair of his synagogue, of
RSGB and Of Leo Baeck College. He entered
Leo Baeck College as a student in 1992 and,
on graduation, became Associate Minister of
Edgware & District Reform Synagogue,
London. Maurice is married with two children
and grandchildren.

to work with a task group within
the synagogue which has resulted
in the appointment of a part-time
Community Support Coordinator.
For those not able to get to
synagogue we produced a tape of
the Friday Evening Service. Many
tell me that playing it makes them
feel part of the congregation. We
even had a request from a

EXAMPLE

Maurice Michaels
perhaps it is my background,
PERHAPS
but I have
IT always
IS MY
thought
AGE,
of
the rabbi as a role model. That does
not mean that I am going into the
congregation expecting a whole
host of forty or fifty-somethings to
give up their jobs and go to Leo
Baeck College to train as rabbis,
although one or two might be
encouraged. Rather, I want to be an
example as to how a person can live
his or her life Jewishly, certainly
not to be the token Jew in the
community through whom the
majority of the congregants live their
Judaism vicariously.
This can only come about by my
taking every opportunity offered to
meet and reach out to the members
and somehow to let a little of me and
my love of God and Judaism rub off
on them. I have to touch their hearts
and their minds so that they can share
my enthusiasm and passion. It is a
daunting task, but no different to that
taken on by every Lubavitch rabbi.
Our methods may well be dissimilar,
our message may well be disparate,
but the end purpose is the same: to
provide the means whereby our
people can come closer to their God
through their religion.
Whether I aln capable of achieving
even a small part of what I set out to do
only time will tell. I bring the energy,
the enthusiasm - my dictionary gives
an archaic rendering `extravagant
religious emotion' - and the will. God
will have to supply the rest.
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•

gentleman,
not
a member,
detainedatHerMajesty'spleasure
who subsequently wrote to say
how much he appreciated the
opportunity of hearing a service.
At the other end of the
congregational age scale is work
with our teenagers. Leading a trip
to Poland, in conjunction with the
Brussels and Paris communities,
was a real privilege and, at the
request of the teenagers, the
monthly Shabbat lunch and study
sessions,

•

initially

started

to

prepare for the trip, have
continued. A significant number
of these young people also chose
to go to Limmud in December and
recently attended the RSGB
Conference.
A weekly Yom Limmud-study,
food, a chance to schmooze with

•

the rabbi.
Outreach to the community's

•

University students has increased
with regular mail and phone
communications, as well as
vacation programmes - social,
educational and even help with
finding jobs. We are now
expanding this work to include
Sixth Formers.
ALayReaders' Course,10hours'

worth has enabled us to have a
group of about 20 people on hand
to lead services, allowing the
rabbis to spend time at children's
and youth Services.
Outside Edgware -a Bereavement
Support Seminar for RSGB, two Yom
Limmud programmes in memory of
Rabbi Hugo Gryn, working on a Rabbi's Manual for the Assembly,
consultation and training for RSGB,

FANTASY

Deborah
Myers-Weinstein
assignment wrong. I should

I KNOW
THATthis
I GOT
have written
piece THE
two
months before my ordination and the
letter hung on my bulletin board for
weeks. Now it is nearly three weeks
after my ordination and my answer to
the set questions will be unduly
influenced by my tardiness.
The truth is that when I received the
request for this short article, my
dissertation felt bigger than any
impending ordination. With hindsight,
I think I was just avoiding the questions
put to me. Somehow, two months
before ordination, the fact that I would
be an ordained rabbi seemed a distant
fantasy. Part of that fantasy is that I
will get to work with students as the
Refomi Movement's new London and
Cambridge chaplain. I hope to have
the opportunity to make a real impact
on the lives of a future generation of
Reform Jews in Britain. My desire is to
help make chaplaincy work an
essential and viable job for the rabbis
that will follow me. Another part of
the fantasy is that I will be able to
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lead a new generation to the table of
interfaith dialogue through my work
on the team for the Bendorf JewishChristian-Muslim encounter.
Right now, as I am on the verge of a
trip to Africa, all of the possibilities for
my rabbinate still seem a fantasy. I
hope that when I return and begin to
work that I will be able to weave my
story into the story of our people and
leave a vibrant and worthwhile impact
on the generations to come.

disenfranchised from Jewish life or
unaware
of its
richness
by
expressing and teaching vibrancy in
Jewish life.

DID NOT THINK BECOMING
a rabbi would affect my life
or work very much following

IENRICHED

ordination. After all, I was still

RECENTLY MARKED THE
second anniversary of my

CLIMAX

IREWARDING

ordination. I hardly believe it. On
the one hand, I cannot seem to
remember a time when I was not a
rabbi. On the other, I have yet to adjust
to people addressing me as rabbi. I
continually do things which are, in my
childhood notion of rabbi, unrabbinic.
Yet that was one of the central reasons
I wanted to become a rabbi. I wanted to
help breakdown the stereotypes,
making Judaism accessible to a wider
range of people - especially young
people.

So far the rabbinate has not been all
that I had hoped for, but two years is a
short time. On the positive side my
work with individual students has been
tremendously rewarding. In terms of
the wider picture, a huge amount
remains to be done and I never feel I
have made much headway. The student
world has far to go before it becomes
properly pluralistic. Student work still
lacks the profile it needs and deserves
in the Reform Movement, and the
position of minority communities in
all parts of the Jewish community
continues to move far too slowly for
either my own tastes or those of the
students with whom I work.
Mostly, though, I struggle with the
struggle. I know that if the rabbinate
were easy - if there were nothing for
which to strive, nothing which I knew
in my heart needed to change in the
Jewish community, nothing that
disturbed me deeply - then I would be
in the wrong profession, wasting my
time and my talents. Against that the
struggle can be tiring and stressful.
Ultimately, however, it is what fulfils
me. That is why, after two years, I am
still here and cannot imagine a time

when I will not be .
DEBORAH MYERS-WEINSTEIN was Z)orw
and educated in Texas and obtained her BAfrom
Massachusetts University. She studied at the
Oxford Centre for Postgradrate Hebrew Studies
before entering LBC in 1990. She is lrsGB's
National Student Chaplain.
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Michael Shire
U::f::dono::or:h:h::sh'arn:?aTkl:n::
congregational pulpit. For me, it is a

culmination of many years of study of
Judaism, its texts, its history and its
theology. The study has indeed been
`/z.sfemeo' -a delight in itself. So the

title rabbi reflects the leaming I have
achieved. Because I have learned
more than I knew in the past, I am
able more fully to be a teacher of the
tradition and an interpreter of it for
my students. I hope that my teaching
will echo the beauty andjoy of Jewish
life as well as the subtle and profound
insights that Jewish life has to offer.
This increased knowledge also means
I can invest the education work I do
with an authentic Jewish source and
expression.
However "rabbi" means more to me
than mere scholarship. It also reflects
a spiritual journey along which I have
been travelling. The title "rabbi"
hopefully indicates my ability to
cultivate holiness and lead others
along a Jewish spiritual path. I say
hopeful, because there is no text or
college exam that can measure one's
ability in this. To this end I hope any
services, life cycle ceremonies or

prayers that I conduct in the future
will be infused with such openings to
God's presence. To be a rabbi is the
be 4/ez.-faoc7esfe - a vessel of holiness
through which the Sfeecfez.7zcz¢ may

flow through me to others and vice
Versa.

Finally I am now one of a few number 120 - who have chosen to
dedicate their lives to the European
Progressive
Jewish Mission.
I
would like to find my place in this
task through reaching out to those

working as a full-time Jewish
educator and that was quite enough.
Yet gradually the pull of the rabbinate
became too strong to avoid. I was
invited to preach in a number of
congregations where I had not been
before. I performed one wedding, one
bar-mitzvah and one conversion. I
substituted for a congregational rabbi
for six months. I was invited to speak
at events and places normally reserved
for rabbis and one of my favourite
activities became offering study
sessions
at
committees
and
conferences.
I found that my teaching became
enriched by using Jewish sources
including a Talmud shiur at CJE and a
spirituality course for teachers in
South London. Yet the most
challenging has been the important
deliberations of the rabbinic bodies.
Here rabbinic policy or feczJ¢4fez.c

rulings require decisions. It has been
daunting to realise that I have a vote
or veto on what people can do or not

do, affirm or reject. I have found it
necessary to build a philosophy of
decision making on such crucial
topics as officiation at mixed faith
blessings or single sex commitment
ceremonies. A blend of confronting
our tradition with an understanding of
modemity infused with consistency,
integrity and passion is the way I have
begun to decide on such difficult
issues for modem Jewish life.
Two years after ordination, I feel it
is time to go back to study. Now I
really know what I need to know. All
those tiny liturgical and ritual nuances
for which there never seems a straight
answer, hidden midrashim for study
sessions and ideas for sermons. I
suppose I shall have to make do and
be the best rabbi I can 1MICHAEL J SHIRE wcrs bor# z.# E#g/cz#d
and holds degrees from universities both in
the UK and the United States, including a
rare and coveted doctorate in Jewish
education from Los Angeles. He has been the
Director of the Centre for Jewish Education,
which serves both the Roform and Libel.al
Movements. since 1990 and studied on a part
time basis at Leo Baeck College until
receiving sem{khah. He is married to Rabbi
Marsha Plumb.
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our own synagogues have set up small
dynamic structures such as Community Services and Children's Panels
which can be mobilised quickly in response to such tragedies and are
impressive examples of the way in
which religious communities can assume responsibility for the physical,
emotional and psychological needs of
its members, as well as the more obvious task of meeting the religious and
the spiritual. This is, after all, what is

PARRYING THE
BIGGEST BLOW
Stephen Gross
TThen a child dies
many Of the most

powerf ul and disturbing
Of human emotions
are evoked, among the
most prominent being

f ear, vulnerability
and guilt.
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WileTit:[s:aTo:T::::#t
considered tragic universally. When
such a tragedy befalls a small
community the effects are profound,
complex yet mainly felt only subtly
as we tend to deny the full force of
the psychological impact.
When a child dies we each consciously choose
one
of two
responses. We either briefly, though
sincerely, acknowledge the tragedy
and then distance ourselves from the
event as belonging to another family, reimmersing ourselves in our
own lives. Or we decide to offer
support to that family, by giving
something of our time, our energy
and psychological resources. We
recognise their immense grief and
their immeasurable pain and our humane response is to help them bear
this profound suffering. Many of

truly meant by community - a collective responsibility for meeting some
of the principal needs of its constituent members.
I want to consider in a little more
depth what it is about the death of a
child that affects us so deeply and
what might be the more unconscious
reactions of a community as a whole
to such a loss within its own ranks,
our own extended family.
In many of the world's mythological systems the child has been
experienced as an archetypal symbol
of hope, creativity, new beginnings,
the future itself - the very antithesis
of death itself. We all know what feelings and expectations are aroused in
us by a birth in the family, the arrival
of new life. So when a child dies,
whatever the circumstances, we each
suffer a profound psychological
shock. Suddenly the future is obliterated, hope is extinguished, and
destruction is felt to have triumphed
over creation. There is felt to be something quite unnatural about such a
death, a profanation against nature, a
violation of the natural and proper order of things. We lose our sense of
certainty, of the predictability of
things, our very identity becomes severely shaken and we are left feeling
deeply vulnerable to inexplicable
forces totally beyond our comprehension or control.
As individuals we feel a profound
vulnerability and insecurity. Life is
not as certain as it was, neither our
own lives, the lives of our children,
nor those of our own families. These
are feelings that we must quickly
banish from our conscious minds.
As a religious community I believe
that we feel a collective vulnerability
and a threat to our corporate identity
to which we are particularly susceptible as Jews, given our historical
experience. We fear that as a community we may not survive either
spiritually, that is we will lose our
faith in some significant way, or
physically, either through the synagogue going broke, internecine
warfare within British Jewry or that
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feelings of immeasurable guilt.
Firstly this is because they have

Mater Matuta. Etruria, 5th century B.C.

participated in a crime against nature,
by outliving the being to whom they
gave birth. This might be regarded as
an ontological guilt, an uprooting of
one's security of being. Then there is
the more personalised familial guilt
for all their wrong doings, failures
and bad feelings towards the
deceased child. The sense of failure
to protect and to save can be
overwhelming.
Within the larger family that is the
religious community, when a child
dies a feeling of guilt is stirred among
all its members. The Angel of Death
has alighted upon another family and
spared our own, the relief is
profound, as if a sacrifice, the child
who has died, has somehow saved
the others from an early death. God's
inscrutable requirements have been
met with echoes of the Christian
myth. It is, in part, I am suggesting,
that the community of families, of
parents, and of children, over whom
the Angel of Death has passed, from
out of this feeling of guilt, are stirred
to act as providers of comfort, solace
and support to the bereaved family.
The giving to the bereaved, to some
degree at least, is an attempt to
assuage the guilt of those who have
been spared, to distract themselves
from their relief and thankfulness
that it has happened to someone else.
When a child dies many of the
most powerful and disturbing of
human emotions are evoked, among
the most prominent being fear,
vulnerability and guilt. These will be
as much part of a collective response
as an individual one and any tightly
knit religious community will be no
exception.

deepest and most terrifying of Jewish
nightmares, the pogrom.
Our reaction to such insecurity, albeit unconscious, is a great urgency to
re-establish normality and the natural
order of things, and here I think lies
the danger in the community's response to the bereaved family of a
dead child. As well as our genuinely
humane concern to support, there is
the wish to end the pain, the grief and
the tears, to restore the family to normality, so that our own equilibrium
can be re-established and our inner
demons of fear and anxiety banished.
Our overriding responsibility must be
to allow the family to grieve its loss in
its own fashion and in its own time.
But feeling as we do, this is not
straight forward.
If extreme insecurity and vulner-
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ability is one predictable response to
the death of a child, the other is likely
to be fear. We have all, especially as
Jews, become all too familiar with
the concept of survivors' guilt. It is a

phenomenon born out of the psychological aftermath of the Holocaust
where the tragic fate of others with
whom one has identified renders
one's own avoidance of such a fate
morally and psychologically intolerable. Primo Levi, Bruno Bettelheim
and the poet Paul Celan are all well
known examples of Jewish camp survivors who ultimately could no
longer tolerate their guilt and so took
their own lives, thus ``joining" those
who had not escaped.
Similarly, in a family where a child
dies the parents particularly, but also
surviving siblings, will experience

Of course at such times the
bereaved will need the support and
fortifying compassion of others as
well as their prayers and so the
empathy and protective instincts of
other people will become activated.
But, we must be wary of giving too
much to those so bereaved. There is a
shadow side to giving as there is to
all things human, and the givers must
recognise their own needs in the act
of giving and be forever aware of
what D H Lawrence recognised as

"the greed of giving" I
STEPHEN

S
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an
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psychotherapist, teacher and writer with a
particular interest in the relationship between
psychotherapy and the wider social and
cultural context. He is a member Of a London
Reform congregation and offers voluntary
help in the area described in the article.
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Sarah. There's nothing novel about the
concept of a covenanting ceremony for
new born girls. The tradition has
existed in varying forms in the
Sephardi and Ashkenazi communities
for centuries. I wanted to tap into the
rich seam of documented ritual to
create a ceremony which felt right for
the birth of my child, in my
community, at the end of the twentieth
century. I toyed with the notion of
friends' children circling my darling
daughter with lit candles and decided
her grandfathers couldn't take the
strain. Lee and I discussed the merits
of foot washing and other water rituals
but they didr't sit easily with me. It
was a far greater challenge than I had
ever imagined to work out exactly what
I wanted to create -and why.
I knew it had to be a celebration of
my daughter's birth, of what was, for
us, a real miracle. Thanksgiving was

pat of that. I am not a religious person,
in the God-believing sense, but I felt
overawed by the process of the
pregnancy - and later the birth. We
certainly had much to be thankful for.
But the most important element was
the concept of continuation and
belonging. We wanted to celebrate the
birth of a Jewish child as a member
both of our extended family and of the
community. Much of Nick's family
was killed in the Shoah. With the birth
of a new generation we could proclaim
the continued survival of the family

IT'S A GIRL
Tobe Aleksander

of unease at circumcisions. For a
IIIAVE
FELTtoA SENSE
start ALWAYS
there seems
be an
unhealthy obsession with the cut itself.
Between the threat of fainting fits and
the flourish of fishballs we seem to
have lost sight of the point of brj.f
mz./czfe. Secondly, they only serve to

emphasise the inequities of established
Jewish ritual. The Jewz.sfe Cfero72z.c/e 's

social columns and a blessing on the
shul's bz."czfe seem a poor substitute

for the ancient, binding, blood letting
of the brz./. In the back of my mind
there was the notion that if I ever had a
daughter, she would be welcomed into
the community with a fitting and
triumphant celebration.
For years it seemed unlikely we
would have the pleasure of fretting
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about such a celebration, with or
without a "o%e/. Then, I did become

pregnant. When it was conflrmed the
baby was a girl, I knew I couldn't let
her birth pass without the effort to

line. Isabelle is also a fifth generation

progressive Jew. We wanted to mark
her arrival and plant her roots within
that tradition. Finally, we wanted to
celebrate the birth of a daughter. In a
religion where there is so much focus
on the birth of a son, I had a very
strong desire to highlight the arrival of
our girl child. On our living room wall
are photographs of the matriarchs of
our families reaching back seven
generations. I hope Isabelle will draw
inspiration from them and grow up to
be proud of being female, embracing
the wisdom and warmth of women

channel my brz.Z angst into a positive

friends and mentors. Her sz.m%cz/ bczf

and meaningful welcome for my
daughter. For a long while I hesitated.
The pregnancy was so precious that it
seemed foolish to tempt providence by
trying to create a ceremony before our
baby was actually born. Realistically, I
knew I had to plan it before she arrived.
I went to see Rabbi Lee Wax, a long
standing friend and now rabbi at the
North Western Reform Synagogue
(Alyth Gardens) in London. I had
collected basic source material, much
of it from the States and I also had
original material from Rabbi Elizabeth

was to be the start of that.
Gradually the ceremony began to
take shape. Sz.mfe¢/ bczf - the joy of a

daughter. An hour of rejoicing and
light and celebration by a family and a
community of women.
On a Sunday afternoon, six weeks
after Isabelle's birth, sixty friends and
relatives crowded into our dining
room. Almost all were women; grandmothers, mothers and daughters came
in family groups. Together with
Isabelle ' s three grandparents, Nick and
I sat facing the seated guests. To one
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side we put a small white clothed table,

o#r gz/czrcz#}ors '. All our guests then

garlanded with lavender and dried
roses. On this we set nine silver candlesticks and a kiddush cup,
`heirlooms' gathered from our respec-

rose and with everyone singing,
B'ruchah haba'ah b'sheim Adonai',
Isabelle was carried into the room in
the arms of her grandmother.
Together Nick and I recited a prayer
of thanksgiving. They were heartfelt
thanks indeed. Two weeks before,
Isabelle had become gravely ill and

tive families. We were aware that by
its very nature the concept of sz.77t%czf

bczz was new to many of those attend-

ing and we wanted to ensure that
everyone felt comfortable in participating. For that reason, and the number
of guests, we kept the presentation of
the service fairly formal - although the
atmosphere was not. We produced copies of the service in booklet fomi and
transliterated all the Hebrew prayers so
that everyone could follow. The cover
of the booklet, decorated with drawings of a rainbow, flowers, doves and
Noah's ark, was specially designed by
a friend.
The ceremony was led by Rabbi Lee

Wax, guitar in hand, who opened by
explaining the origins of the sz.;7cfeczf bflf

and particularly our ceremony. Nick
and I had written our own welcome
where we explained the notion of the
brz.f. The ceremony we said, `e73czb/es

us to establish [Isabelle's] link with
her Jewish heritage and to provide the
foundation for her participation in
securing her Jewish f ulure. '

been admitted to hospital. The sz.777%¢Z

bczz had hung in the balance.
Then all our guests joined in the

words of the covenanting prayer as
we wrapped our daughter in her own
fcz//z.f as a symbol of her entry into the
Covenant. The traditional naming
followed. We gave Isabelle the
Hebrew names Elisheva Rivka.

Rebecca was my grandmother's name
and for me, also embraced my mother
who disliked her own name. Lee gave
an address about the name Elisheva
and included a beautiful acrostic that
she had composed specially for
Isabelle.
I
talked
about
my
grandmother and my mother. It struck
me then how history repeats itself.
Like me, Isabelle would never
actually know her grandmother. Yet
through my mother and her love,
closeness and respect for her mother,
my grandmother always felt a very

as far as we could their own particular
interests and experiences. These
included a blessing for physical and
mental well-being, for knowledge and
wisdom, fulfilment and contentment,
creativity and self expression,
friendship and family, celebrating
womanhood and for awareness of, and
desire to secure, justice. All the
blessings were moving and inspiring
and very different in style. As each
participant rose to make a blessing
she lit a candle. To give you the
flavour, here is one of the blessings.
Dear Isabelle
If only we could promise you a

world of kindnesses and shalom.
Instead we wish you the imagination,
the open heart and the strength of
spirit to mould the world that way.
While you will always draw from the
warmth of home, we wish you
inspiration from the world beyond and
a life nourished by a diversity of
people and thought. We hope you will
show compassion to both friends and
strangers f;or it will surely be returned.
That alone will leave the world with
your mark.
One of my friend's young
daughters then made fez.dd#sfe. The

ceremony, in which Lee also sung
some beautiful lullabies, concluded
with the traditional sfeefeecfee);czj€ct. We

We wanted to celebrate the birth Of a daughter. In
a religion where there is so rrmch focus on the
birth Of a son, I had a very strong desire to
highlight the arrival Of our girl child.

ended the afternoon with the usual
semi-dignified rush for a heavily
laden tea table.
Looking back, it seems almost in-

conceivable that we managed to
organise and celebrate such a ceremony. The first few weeks of
Isabelle's life had been dogged with
illness for both of us and there were
some very dark moments when she
was hospitalised. People tried to dissuade us from going ahead but our

We then lit two candles in memory
of Isabelle's grandmother, her great

real part of my daily life. I hope I can

grandparents and all her ancestors. My
mother had diedjust over a year before
Isabelle was born. I have always felt
that Isabelle's birth was one of those
`meant to be' events, a question of the

me the opportunity to articulate those

experiences made the sz.777feczf bczf more

thoughts. The es%ej cfeo);z./ followed.

vital for us. It was a beautiful, meaningful ceremony which I know evoked
many mixed emotions - tremendous
joy and pride, sadness for those we
missed and above all a sense of optimism. Judaism, the family and for me
especially, having a girl child are the
things that matter in our life. The

taking and giving of life. It was
important for me to ensure my
mother's presence at the ceremony.
Later in the service I asked two of my
cousins to read the es%ef c%cz)/I./ - `A

woman of wolfh' from the end of the
Book of proverbs. It was the traditional
version recited at my mother's funeral,
so fitting for such a creative, vital
human being and I hope that in that
context it provides inspiration for her
granddaughter.
Isabelle's grandfathers began the
second part of the ceremony where
we welcomed the baby, with a
responsive Tea.ding, `our children are
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achieve the same. The sz.772feczz bczf gave

One of the highlights of the
ceremony was the seven blessings
which came next. They symbolised
for us a number of important elements
of the sz.;7tfecz/ bczz. The idea of seven

blessings followed partly in the
tradition of the seven nuptial blessings
and also reflected Isabelle's Hebrew
name Elisheva. They provided a
means of ensuring the participation of
some of our dearest friends and
relatives including those who could
not physically be with us. We asked
seven women to write their own
blessings for Isabelle. Women, we
hope, who will provide role models,
friendship and love for our daughter
as she grows up. Each was given a
theme for a blessing which reflected

sz.77c%czj bczJ enabled us to give tangible

and public expression to all of those I

T0BE ALEKSANDER I.a a wri`/e/. cz7!d
broadcaster. She has been involved in many.
women's initiatives both will.in and outside
the community and is a former Vice President

of the National Council of Women of Great
Britain. Tobe spent her formative years at
Edgware and District Reform Synagogue
whel.e she was Bat Mitzvah. She and he}.
J"sband, Nicholas, are members of North
Western Reform Synagogue.
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THE JEW WITH ONE HUNDRED LIVES

tality rate among the all-important
horses. But, by December, the Matebeleland campaign was over and Sos,
now suffering from malaria, returned
south to his uncle and worked for him
as a mine manager for the next 5 years.
Then he again became restless and left
once more, this time to work in
Delagoa Bay in Portuguese East Africa
- now Mozambique - first as a butcher

Wgrs:g;r?#MkcT%:1r:|E#e:;:
DFC (World War 11) was known as
`Sos' or `sausage' to all who knew him
and as `Evergreen' to all his RAF
comrades. He was born at Tankerville
House, Tankerville Terrace, Newcastleupon-Tyne on June 7th 1875, son of
the distinguished Anglo-Jewish family

of Andrew J F Cohen, shipowner and
was one of six brothers and five sisters
all of whom attended the Singleton
House Primary School.
In the 1880's the family moved to
Highbury New Park in North London
after Andrew Cohen died. Fourteenyear-old Lionel was sent to work at
Lewison' s General Merchants in Charterhouse Square, Aldersgate, in the
City. Lionel was an adventurous and
restless boy and was soon bored with
his life as a clerk. Without a word to
his family, after spotting a recruiting
office in Trafalgar Square, he enlisted
for 12 years plus 2 years Boys' Service
in the Royal Marines Light Infantry
and was shipped off to Deal barracks
near Dover as 729371 Marine Cohen.
Three months later, having thoroughly enjoyed a life of drill,
musketry, bayonet instruction and boxing, he was fmally tracked down by the
police. His mother and Uncle Jacob
arrived and bought him out £20.
The outraged family sent Lionel to

work for his uncle Harry Freeman
Cohen in Joharmesburg. He sailed to
South Africa on the `Pretoria Castle',
where he was again given work as a
clerk. Dissatisfied still, he left this job
too and after a short time as a hotel
waiter, he enlisted, now penniless, as a

guard in the mines on the J'Burg Reef.
He was 17 years old.
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Martin Sugarman
Young Lionel soon heard of the
great happenings further north, as the
British Imperialists were surging ever
outwards to take more and more control of the Southern African Territories.
So, Sos joined up as a volunteer with F
C Selous and Dr Jamieson in the campaign against Chief Lobengula' s z."pz's
of Matebele tribesmen, centered on the
royal kraal at Bulawayo. His column,
under Major Wilson, left Fort Victoria
to join up with the Salisbury colulrm at
Iron Mine Hill. In Oct 1893, as a
Trooper aged just 18 years and the

youngest serving, he took part in the
battle of The Shangani River. Sos was
in number 5 troop commanded by Captain Delamore and they were ordered
to fix bayonets and engage the enemy
in the bush. A Jewish friend from Manchester whom he had met in South
Africa named Walters, was killed right
alongside him in the fighting. The column chaplain asked Sos to conduct the
Jewish burial service.
Conditions were harsh -difficult climate, poor communications, poor food
and medical supplies and a high mor-

and then as a mine recruiting agent. In
one incident he barely survived being
bitten by a deadly green mamba snake
while asleep. In another he narrowly
missed being executed for treason by
the Portuguese authorities, when he
was mistaken for a rebel leader who
fitted his description. He also had the
dubious pleasure of meeting. Roger
Casement who, then the British Consul
General in the capital Lourenco
Marques, now Maputo, later shot in
WorldWar1fortreasonwithGermany.
In October 1899, the Boer War began. Because of his experience of the
Bush and knowledge of the people, Sos
was asked by the British Consul in
Mozambique to act as a special force
commander operating behind enemy
lines. He was to take about hundred
osfrczrz.s and patrol the Mozambique
frontier to prevent gun running to the
Boers by sympathetic countries like
Germany and Holland, as well as intercepting Boer messengers operating
from neutral Portuguese territory. He
would report to the Portuguese authorities, who would pass information on to
British Field Intelligence.

Living rough for months on end, Sos
and his men had many skirmishes with
the Boers, on one occasion arresting
two German spies masquerading as
prospectors and on another eliminating a Boer Commando. The Boer
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General Beyers swore he would catch
Sos and bury him in an ant-hill covered with honey - but he was never
captured.
When the war ended, Sos returned
to civilian life, inheriting a newspaper,
The Rand Daily Mail, with his brother
Jack, from his Uncle Harry. They soon
sold it and Sos went into the stock
exchange. In 1903 he ventured in a
balloon with Spelterini, daring the flyer
to go as high as he could. During the
ascent over the Drakensberg mountains, the gas release cord broke and
they were in danger of freezing. Sos
climbed out of the basket onto the
rigging and, in the most perilous conditions, retrieved the cord. `Now pull
the plug and lets go home' he said.
And so they did.

The oldest Aircrew
member Of the RAF - an

unparalleled
achiev ement in military
history.

proaching German column under Col.
Tafel, whom he had been waned was
on his way through the area trying to
escape into Mozambique. Hugely outnumbered by Tafel, Sos decided that
the only solution was a full scale
bayonet charge, before the hill was surrounded. Surprised by such daring and
in hand to hand combat, the German
force broke and ran as Sos and his men
hurtled down the hill at them.
Sos continued his `Offensive Reconnaissance' forays until his force was

fused to move. Sos took his Sudanese

sergeant and a motor launch full of
supplies up the Nyalnakura river to relieve them, sailing back at night to his
base at Quelimane.
Unfortunately, Gore-Brown' s force
was attacked next day and wiped out.
For his work in East Africa, Lionel

gade - in Pretoria as a 2nd Lieutenant

received the MC on Feb lst 1917 `for
valuable services rendered in military
operations in the field'. This was announced in the /ewz.sfe Cfero#z.c/e on
Feb 9th. He was promoted to Captain
on 6.1.1918, to Major on 16.2.1918

and later was awarded the DSO £072c7o7? GczzeJJe 27.7.1918 -for `valu-

A wartime photograph shows Acting
Wing-Commander Cohen aged 68
(right) prior to a reconnaissancefoight
over the Dutch coast -1940.

able services rendered with military
operations in East Africa'. He was also
MentionedinDespatchesonll.10.1917

- for `meritorious service in the field'
-on 31.1.1919 and on 8.12.1920 and

Leslie Brown. He flew in BE2Cs and
Voisins and was involved in several
skirmishes and crash landings as well
as anti-aircraft and artillery attacks by
the Germans, until his transfer out on

for `distinguished service during operations in East Africa' .
After the war and now in his midforties, he married Victoria Maud
Shepherd in Durban in 1920 and later,

21 st Feb 1917. In his report, East Afri-

with their two daughters, returned to
England as a stockbroker. Soon he was
persuaded to return to Mozambique as
a mine manager. However, little
changed. On one occasion he had to
hunt down a man-eating lion that was
terrorising a mining camp and, on another he fell into an animal pit already

can Air Commander Eric R C Nanson
described Sos as a `very capable and
zealous officer' .
Gradually, von Lettow retreated into
Mozambique and Sos was ordered to
British Field Intelligence Force from
21.2.1917, forming his own unit called
`Co-Force' with 40 czs4czrz.a and one

pare an airstrip for eight Royal Navy
Air Service (RNAS) aircraft which
were to join them and act as Reconnaissance. Immediately, on June 7th

European Officer. Theirjob was to harass Von Lettow's camps and depots

1916 Sos volunteered as an Observer
and was seconded to the RAAS No. 7
Squadron, serving as No 2 to Ft Lt

raid, crossing the Ruvuma river on
rafts, in complete silence, at night,
whilst it was in full flood and when
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- hill - and dug in to await an ap-

Kings African Rifles was cut off and
short of ammunition in the bush. The
Portuguese, now officially allies, re-

Horse -`8' Squad, lst Mounted Bri-

porary captain `Special Service', he
was involved in many skirmishes with
Von Lettow's men, sending back valuable information to Van Deventer. He
enjoyed such work because he was his
own master and was able to use his
own initiative.
In May 1916, he was detailed to pre-

post and taking 25 prisoners.
Sending the prisoners back under
escort, Sos then fortified a nearby froj2/.e

disbanded in late 1917, when he was
appointed liaison officer to Portuguese
HQ in Mozambique. During this period, a Col. Gore-Brown's unit of the

Sos was less successful in his business dealings and lost his money
speculating. He went to work as a mining foreman, almost losing his life in a
mining accident which left eighteen
dead around him.
A week later World War I began.
Cohen joined the lst South African

in 1915. He was embarking on his third
war. He was a troop commander serving under General Van Deventer, a
Boer officer and would be up against
the formidable German soldier General Von Lettow-Vorbeck.
Sailing to Mombasa and from there
riding overland to Nairobi, Lionel's
brigade moved south into German East
Africa. His first action was at Kahe
near the Pangane river, followed, on
April 3rd, by the attack on Lol Kisale
hill near Arusha. With his batman - a
fellow Geordie - in attendance, Sos
alone with his troop managed to convince three German officers with three
machine guns and 43 0 asfrtzrz.a that they
were surrounded, forcing them to surrender the hilltop post.
He was later ordered to take his
troop behind the lines to act as scouts
for the British main force. Now a tem-

least expected, falling upon a German

behind his lines. In one episode, he
carried out a brilliant commando-style

occupied by an angry lioness.

Eventually the mining programme
failed. In 1926 Sos retuned to England to live at Hill House, Slinfold in
Sussex, where he farmed, largely as a
hobby and also owned a racehorse.
War clouds gathered in the 1930s
Continued on next page
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and in

1937 he single-handedly
founded the Royal Air Force Volunteer
Reserve (RAFVR) from among exRAF, RFC and RNAS officers to help
in case of war. He successfully
persuaded Lord Trenchard, father of
the RAF, to be its President. He
managed to get a Commission as a Pilot
Officer - no. 72629 - in the RAF in
Feb 1939 and when war did break out
he was 64 years old. He served, now in
his fourth war, as RAF Coastal
Command Liaison Officer with the
Admiralty, volunteering to take part in
70 operational flights as Observer and
Air Gunner, always carrying his lucky

gold sovereign with him. He completed
over 500 hours flying in the Atlantic in

successful 4 strike attack on a U Boat
in the Atlantic. Over the North Sea,
on May 19th 1942, he was wounded
in the head by anti-aircraft fire in an
attack on the German pocket
battleship `Lutzov' . His longest patrol
was in a Catalina -21.5 hours over
the

Atlantic

in

July

1941.

His

penultimate sortie in a Halifax, hit by
flak, resulted in a crash landing from
which he walked away unscathed.
When asked why he insisted on
flying, he told First Sea Lord Admiral
Dudley Pound, `Without practical
experience, I could nor offer solutions
to problems' and that `it was good for
morale to have senior officers sharing
watches with the young air crew'.

Marshall of the RAF Sir John Slessor
said, `1 have never put up a recommendation that I thought so well deserved
than for old Sos in his 70th year...few
if any Commanders can have had a
junior officer with a campaign ribbon
(Matabeland) won before the CO was
bom! '. Sos's reaction to his award was
that he accepted it `for those incredible

youngsters of Coastal Command with
whom I fly. I have been sufficiently
honoured simply by being allowed to
keep such company...they are the salt
of the earth ' .
In addition to all this, his daughter
Aileen Broadbent was a Senior
Company Commander in the ATS and
ATS Provost Marshall for Scotland,
his daughter Elizabeth was a Section
Officer in the WAAF and his wife
was on the HQ Staff of the WVS in
London.
Sos Cohen died in August 1960
aged 85 years. He never denied his
Jewish roots and never changed his
name. Whether he ever experience
discrimination we don't know. He was

Rare photograph Of Capt. Lionel Cohen (rear) in a Voi,sin aircraft taken in East
Africa 1917, with pilot Flight Lt. Brown, later Air Marshal.
convoy escorts. He flew on ice
reconnaissance. On one Liberator
sortie, when the heating failed, he
insisted on doing his stint in the turret
round Bear Island. On landing at
Reykjavik, it took two crew members
to prise him out of his seat. He also
flew over North Africa and Spain on
anti-submarine patrol over the Bay of
Biscay in a light aircraft patrol and
over North West Europe, including a
stint with the RAAF (Australians).

Promoted to Wing Commander, he
took part in the attacks on the German
battleships
Scharnhorst
and
Gneisenau over the port of Brest on
April 23rd 1941. In the same year,

during a shipping attack off Norway,
his aircraft was chased by three
Messerschmidt 110s and a Junker 88
and on another occasion,
his
Sunderland aircraft took part in a
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An

Air

Ministry

spokesman,

describing Sos as `a grand chap',
announced on February lst 1944 that
for `Gallantry and devotion to duty in

the execution of Air Operations' and
`setting a magnificent example to all
by his untiring energy and courage',
Sos was to receive the DFC, aged 69
years. That made him the oldest

Aircrew member of the RAF - an
unparalleled achievement in military
history. He was invested by the King at
Buckingham Palace in November
1944. He was also Mentioned in
Despatches in 1941 and on June 2nd
1943 -making five citations in all in
Two World Wars - and was awarded
the American Air Operations Medal
`in recognition of valuable service',

conferred by the President of the
United States.
In recommending him for his DFC,

cremated at Balcombe Road crematorium in Crawley on September lst
and his ashes scattered in an area
known as `The Glade'. In correspondence with the author, Sos's son-in-law
Christopher Buckle, a Deputy Lieutenant of the County of Sussex wrote
that as Lionel was not survived by any
Jewish relatives and at the request of
his widow, Sos's cremation was private with no memorial service at all.
His daughters, one now deceased,
were educated at a convent school.
His obituary underlined that he had
served in all three Armed Services and
that his nickname was `the man with a
hundred lives'. He was a member of
the Association of Jewish ExServicemen and Women (AJEX) and
took part in many of its Annual
Parades at The Cenotaph in the
Wreath Party. He was also a Life
Member of the RAF Association, RAF
Club and RAFVR Club as well as the
Matabele Campaign Society. He
returned only once to Africa, in 1945,
to receive the Freedom of the City of
Bulawayo. As the SS Athlone Castle
approached Durban, the Captain ran
up the Rhodesian ensign in Sos's
honour - the first time it had ever

been flown at sea .
MARTIN SUGARMAN wczs bo;.# ;.# fJa/cfroe)/
and educated at Upton House School and
Bristol University. A senior teacher in Bristol
and East London schools from 1969-1993, he
is
now
Examinations
Registrair
at
Westminister College, Battersea, as well as
the assistant Archivist at the AJEX MilitaJy
Museum.
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RSGB and ULPS have been much less
successful.

FRAGILE UNITY

R="##sEi°:::¥g#s:¥jT;i
reminded of the old joke, on which I
believe the film `Indecent Exposure'
was based. Incidentally, the joke is PC
-just change the sexes and terms, but
the punch line stays the same. A man
sees a woman he desires and offers her
a million dollars to sleep with him.

This is an offer she carmot turn down
and so he then asks if she will sleep
with him for fifty dollars. "What do
you think I am?" she exclaims, to
which he retorts, "We've already
established
that,
we're
now
determining the price!" Call girl or
courtesan - the only difference is how
much.
Similarly once you've accepted a
human element to Revelation - as do
all the non-Orthodox Movements - it
is just a question of how much. The
debates may continue about personal
autonomy versus communal responsibility, whether we use ffcz/czk%z.c

principles to justify changes or not,
whether we are the heirs of Rabbinic
Judaism or the initiators of a post-Rabbinic Judaism. Greater than these
differences is what unites all these

groups, that is, a denial of the fundamental principle of Orthodox Judaism,
a rejection of the concept of ro7-cz% 77zz.#
fe¢Sfeczrmcz)/I.772, Torah - both the Written

and Oral Laws - having been dictated
by God to Moses on Mount Sinai,
unmediated by humans in any way.
Having set out his thesis, Rabbi
Magonet continues by outlining his
views on the way each organisation in
this country works and thinks and
arrives at the natural outcome - to
create a federation of non-Orthodox
Judaism.
Jonathan
cites
the
collaboration in the Leo Baeck College
and the Centre for Jewish Education at
the Stemberg Centre as indicating the
way forward in other areas towards
this grand federation. In my view, it is
precisely because these are separate
entities, having their own directing
managing bodies and being seen, to a
great extent as autonomous institutions
that they can operate effectively across
the two movements. Similarly with
Prozion and the Friends of progressive
Judaism. Other activities runjointly as
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While I am less sanguine than him
in being able to harmonise the
ideological differences that do exist,
e.g. patrilineality - and, incidentally,
the two movements do not share a Beit
Din as he states - what really separates
me from Rabbi Magonet is that each
movement - Liberal, Reform and
Masorti - does have a different ethos,
notwithstanding
that
individual
congregations to the right or left of the
movement may appear to overlap into
another grouping and ethos, by
definition, is something built up over
time and, because of its intangibility, is
notoriously difficult to graft. Indeed, it
was this difference in ethos, rather than
ideology or practice, which proved to
be the stumbling block to the Reform/
Liberal merger talks back in 1984/85.
At that time, and more recently in
connection with the debate on Same
Sex Commitment Ceremonies, we
have seen how fragile the coalition of
synagogues is in accepting the
umbrella of RSGB, held together,
sometimes I think more by loyalty and

perhaps inertia than being, as our
Constitution puts it, "like-minded".
Another aspect of federation - and
Jonathan
mentions
that both
movements are affiliated to the World
Union for Progressive Judaism - is
that, as we have seen in the great
European Union debate, it strengthens
the call for subsidiarity, which may be
defined as `the principle that a central
authority should perform only tasks
which cannot be performed effectively
at a local level.' While this may be
perfect for WUPJ, at the national level
it is unlikely to be beneficial, despite
the apparent sense of the concept.
Finally, my major concern at aiming
to expand the existing grouping of
RSGB synagogues by federating with
ULPS and the Masorti movement is
that, in an attempt to resolve what for
some is the anomaly of two progressive
movements in the UK, it might create
the opportunity for a regrouping of
congregations - Liberal plus some
Reform and Masorti plus some Reform
- or worse still a plethora of

independent Reform Synagogues, both
scenarios effectively meaning the
demise of RSGB.
Let us, by all means, look at more
effectively co-ordinating our efforts as for example has been happening in
local initiatives for non-Orthodox
Jewish Day Schools, sharing the best
examples of synagogue activities
across all three movements and uniting
in responding to those who would

condemn our expression of Judaism.
But let us also recognise and value the
differences which enable us to provide
a panoply of choice to British Jews .
Yours faithfully

Rabbi Maurice Michaels
Edgware

#
EQUALITY

siFjbe:rrn:::?::,:e;d::?::E:f|atE:I;
breakdown in the last issue ofA44IVIV4.

May I respond to Trudy Klaubner's
article "Can absent Mum make the
heart grown fonder?"
A principal aspect of the move to
women's freedom (and of the gender
equality which forms part of the Reform Movement's stated policy) is that
there are similar expectations of men
as parents and carers - which includes
negotiated time off work for child care,
paternity leave, and a culture which
expects fathers to care for childrehjust
as, in most organisations nowadays,
there is a culture that women are able
and expected to achieve equality with
men in the workplace. I apologise for
stating what should be obvious to most
readers.

Trudy Klaubner seems to view the
mother as the principal carer throughout her article. I accept that the
Panorama programme referred to
working mothers only, and that in society at large mothers are expected to
take on the arrangements for employing childcare where both parents work.
But surely this approach perpetuates
the expectation that childcare is a
woman's job alone? Is it not counterproductive to encourage guilt among
working mothers for not being available at home, in preference to
encouraging fathers to take on more
childcare - and creating a culture
where this is accepted?
One final point: during a recent facilitated session at the Sternberg
Centre, I was discussing with colleagues the balance between work and
childcare. The men, including myself,
felt guilty at taking time off work to be
with our children. The mothers felt
guilty at leaving their children to go to
work. Perhaps we all have a long way
to go in terms of genuine equality.

John Olbrich
Leo Baeck College
London
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William Wolff
pulled out of the dinner jacket
THIS touched
TIME anTHE
even more
ENVELOPE
raw nerve.
No, I don't accept gratuities at either
weddings or funerals. Although hairdressers are, alas, of diminishing importance to
me, I retain a high regard for them, as I do
for waiters who can lift or spoil any meal,
however well cooked. That does not mean
I must be remunerated like them.
The white envelope came at an even
worse moment because of the headlines
about books worth five or six figures that
went walk about from one of our communal libraries.

RSGB's Shemesh camps.
It was not merely that they had all had
a brilliant time. They all came back with
a much deeper and stronger Jewish iden-

tity and conrfutment.
HE FIRST SIGN THAT A 50
year tide is at last tuning comes
with the news that more than 3%
million of the United Jewish Israel Appeal's funds have gone to Anglo Jewish

T

projects.

That is a refreshing reversal of priorities that are at least three decades out of
date.

The breakthrough news gets a different spin with the figure that more than
twice was still sent to Israel.
That order must be reversed, not in a
decade or three, but in twelve months.
Israel has long been strong enough to
finance its own needs, including the set-

And because of the national debate now
raging about levels of pay in the professions, the board rooms, and the check-out

tlement of its inrfugrants.
Every Anglo Jewish institution, from
the smallest shtiebel to the most prestigious cultural society, is stunted in its

tills.

growl for lack of cash.

Only the Jewish community is so far
excluding itself from the public debate,
and the crisis in the Jewish community is
as acute as on the hospital wards. For the
levels of pay of communal servants are
daily sinking ever farther below the levels
of pay in comparable professions.
That has two consequences. Firstly, a
shortage of able men and women willing
to go into communal service. The inadequate number of applicants from
Anglo-Jewry to Leo Baeck College, and
their virtual disappearance from Jews'
College and its new successor, is but one
example. Able candidates go elsewhere
when the pay gaps become too wide.
The other consequence, in all public
service, communal and national, is that a
few within the service will be tempted to
supplement their incomes in unacceptable
ways. The police have still not wholly
recovered from low pay levels imposed
on them in the 1950s and 1960s.

Envelopes slipped from pocket to
pocket, a relic from a different culture,
prolong the problem rather than resolve it.

stick in the memory from this

TWOmiserable
SETS OFsummer.
GLOWING FACES
One belonged to the sixteen year olds I
waved goodbye at 7.00 one morning on
their way to Gatwick and a month in
Israel. And they were a lot wider awake
than I was.
The other were the kids I saw at the
ULS Kadimah summer camp in Sussex,
and those who came back from the
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And I am not breathing a word to anyone. Except you.

MONINT THIS MONTH IS
out, the Happy Chanukah cards
will be in the shops. The greetings
industry has so changed the culture of
this country that cards have replaced
chips and now go with everything.
Incoming lovers, outgoing partners,
chickenpox at forty - a card will tell you
before you have got it or lost it.
But Chanukah? However hard cheders
and synagogues try to boost this most minor of festivals, it is not the Jewish
equivalent of Christmas, nor of `A' levels
and driving tests.
The inescapable fact is that the lure of
trees and turkeys, parties and presents is
far too strong for an Anglo-Jewry slightly
weak on tradition.
So why not forget the Happy Chanukah
cards. Just send the others. And don't
plague your conscience about it.
If it still decides to plague you, just go
to shool on Friday night December 25th.
I expect a full house.

And our survival is under more imminent threat than Israel' s.
news. I am proud and happy to

FINALLY,
THE
GOOD
armounceFOR
a birth in
my newly
ac-

M

Y
TEPHILLIN
WERE
strapped on. And I was just
wondering whether to take part
in the gabble race or pick my own way
amongthemorningprayers,whentheduty
minister sidled up to me.
"Yahrzeit?" he asked. Yes, I nodded. I

have one Yahrzeit in the year which is
always more painful, and I like to say
Kaddish on the day rather than at the
weekend after. Most years that means
going to an orthodox shool at 7.30 in the
moming.
"Name?" he asked. I gave my twin
brother's Hebrew name for inclusion in
the memorial prayer.
"Would you like to lead us through the
last part of the service?"
"Yes, if that is available."

So there I was on the Bimah intoning a
verse from psalm 84, intoning the end of
psalm 145, doing the same for a few
more psalms, full Kaddish, Aleynoo, another psalm, another Kaddish.
My speed was slightly slower than the
previous reader' s, my chant slightly more
tuneful, my voice several decibels higher.
The chazan within me was on the loose.
As I came down from the Bimah, the
minister's eyes narrowed as he wished
me long life.
"You are Rabbi Wolff, aren't you?"
"Yes," I had to admit it.
"Ah well," he said, "quietly, quietly."

quired family.
Two little pigeons in an improvised
cradle on my balcony.
Like every other pregnancy, it looked
as if this one was never going to end.
Like or unlike any other pregnancy - my
experience so far is strictly limited - the
mother had more patience than I. Every
night and every moming I would look
out on her just sitting there, no bigger
than the day before and think: "Why does
not she just get on with it?"
Then one moming they were there,
two nameless little pigeons. Jane and
Joan? Or Mara and Miriam?
They are growing up fast, beaks longer
and feathers thicker by the day. In another week or two, they will fly the nest,
and the balcony will sadly be my own
again.

Before that I had to teach them that
noblesse oblige, and birth on a rabbinic
balcony made them Jewish pigeons.
So I put out neither water nor chocolate biscuits for them on Yon Kippur.
But their mother decided, as mothers will,
that this year they were far too young to
fast.
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF I.s' mz.72isfer o/ 7y!."bledon & District Synagogue. He was trained at
Leo Baeck College and has previously served progressive congregations in Brighton, Reading,
Milton Keynes, and Newcastle on Tyne, and was
an assistant to Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West
London Synagogue in the mid l980s.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
210ctober -.10 November 1998
The Jews of Slovakia: A Documentary Exhibition

and

paintings,2Ja9ecrtc°oi:Lr:9a9n8d-p4r#:E?rYmJr9o9#einer.Krai
Two exhibitions, running concurrently for the first three weeks, in association with the Embassy of the Slovak Pepublic as
part of the Festival of Slovak Culture as well as the 9th London International Jewish Music Festival

Sunday 8 November 7.30pm
The Jews of Sloval(ia
An illustrated lecture by Professor Pavol Mestan, Director of the Museum of Jewish Culture, Bratislava, followed by a
concert of Yiddish, Hebrew and F]ussian songs by Ervin Sch6nhauser (baritone) and Eugen Gnoth (piano)

20 October -24 November
I Couldn't Possibly Speak in Public! (Part I)
A six week beginners course with Simone Lakmaker, LGSM for those who would like to learn techniques and
gain confidence to speak in public

21 October -25 November
I Couldn't Possibly Speak in Public! (Part 11)
A six week intermediate course with Simone Lakmaker, LGSM for those who would like to improve their
public speaking skills

Monday 30 November 7.30pm
The Musical Life of Terezin
An exploration of music composed and performed in the `Anteroom to Hell' with The Andrusier Ensemble. Works by Gideon
Klein, Hans Krasa, Mahler, Goldschmidt and Mozart in association with the 9th London International Jewish Music Festival

Sunday 6 December 7.30pm
The London Archduke Piano Trio
Nathaniel Vallois (violin), Liam Abramson (cello), Charles Wiffen (piano) play works by Beethoven, Yehoshua Lakner,
Yehezkel Braun and Mendelssohn

CHI KUNGITAI CHI
Wednesdays, 1.00 -2.00pm
An ongoing programme with Adam Leighton
Breathing, exercise and meditation techniques for the body and mind to maintain good health and alleviate
stress and anxiety. Every Wednesday until 16th December

LUNCHTIME RECITALS
Thursdays,1.15 -2.00pm
Autumn 1998 Series: 22 October, 5 and 19 November and 3 December

ART COURSES
Ten week daytime courses until 15 December
Tuesdays 10.00am -12.30pm and 1.30pm -4.00pm

WATERCOLOUFI CLASS
Ten week evening course with Jackie King-Cline until 16 December

Wednesdays 7.30pm -10.00pm

